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The purpose of this study was an investigation of the relation-

ship between self-actualization and leisure attitudes. Writers

specializing in the study of leisure, and recreation professionals have

long assumed that a relationship exists between participation in

leisure and recreation activities and positive mental health. However,

conclusive empirical evidence for this relationship has not been

forthcoming. In view of the lack of such research, it was felt that

clarification of the assumed relationship might be useful to leisure

theorists, educators, and recreators as they attempt to solve leisure-

related group and individual problems.

The theoretical basis for the present study was obtained from

the works of humanistic psychologists, primarily Maslow, and the

classically-oriented leisure theorists and_xecreation professionals,

The work of Gray and Greben (1973) in reinterpreting in contemporary

terms the classical conception of leisure was particularly useful,



Gray and Greben (1973) have couched the classical view, which

maintains that leisure is a state of mind, in terms of Maslow's theory

of self-actualization. It was suggested that Maslow's concepts of

self-actualization, peak experience, and hierarchy of human needs

were directly related to leisure and recreation experiences. Gray

and Greben further suggested that viewing leisure and recreation in

this manner allowed the recreation professional to address himself to

the solution of contemporary social problems by using leisure and

recreation for the enhancement of individual mental health.

Data were obtained by administering Neu linger's (1969) A Study

of Leisure, which measures five independent leisure attitude dimen-

sions, and Shostrom's (1966) Personal Orientation Inventory (POI),

which measures 12 scales related to self-actualization. The leisure

attitude dimensions selected for use in the study were "affinity for

leisure, " "self-definition through leisure or work," "amount of

perceived leisure," and "amount of work or vacation desired. " The

POI scales selected for use in the study included Time Competence,

Inner-Directed, Self-Actualizing Value, Existentiality, Spontaneity,

Self-Regard, and Capacity for Intimate Contact. The sample con-

sisted of 106 male and ferrate freshman students at Oregon State

University.

Stepwise multiple regression analysis was utilized to test the

hypotheses under study. Product-moment correlation coefficients



were also computed to further clarify the nature of the relationships

studied. t-Values and correlations were accepted as significant when

p .05.

The following conclusions were formulated based upon the find-

ings of this study:

1. Among the POI scales which were significantly related to the

leisure attitude dimensions, significant findings were consis-

tently obtained for Self-Regard. These relationships were all

negative. Therefore, the self-regard of the subjects was

inversely related to their attitudes toward leisure.

2. Males had greater "affinity for leisure" and "amount of work or

vacation desired" than females, while females tended to be more

self-actualized than males. Thus, sex-role considerations are

basic to an understanding of leisure and mental health.

3. Correlations between the POI scales and the leisure attitude

dimensions were predominantly negative. Therefore, self-

actualization is, in general, inversely related to leisure

attitudes.

4. "Amount of work or vacation desired, " unlike the other attitude

dimensions, is positively related to self-actualization. Accord-

ingly, this leisure attitude is more congruent with our work-

oriented cultural values.



5. Males in this study, unlike females, gave credence to the

general hypothesis that self-actualization is positively related

to leisure attitudes.

6. It is generally concluded that relationships between self-

actualization and leisure attitudes exist. Self-Regard,

Existentialit, and Capacity for Intimate Contact are strongly

related to leisure attitudes. Self-Actualizing Value, Inner-

Directed, and Time Competence are less strongly related.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SELF-ACTUALIZATION
AND LEISURE ATTITUDES

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of leisure behavior has been undertaken from the

viewpoints of a variety of social science, humanities, and natural

resource disciplines. Such a broad range of approaches has been

necessary due to the relative newness of the leisure research field

and the great number of variables to be investigated. The develop-

ment of a leisure theory inclusive of these variables has awaited

empirical evidence of the relationships among the variables influenc-

ing leisure behavior. Recent research in one area, the psychology of

leisure, has suggested that an important element of theory con-

struction will be an understanding of the influence of the psychologi-

cal state of the individual on his leisure behavior. In particular, it

has been suggested that studies of the relationship between mental

health and leisure behavior might provide information useful to

leisure theorists, educators, and recreation professionals.

Historically, leisure and recreation have long been associated

with aspects of psychological health. Among the various perspec-

tives on the relationship between mental health and leisure or

recreation, three viewpoints have often been emphasized. One per-

spective common among leisure writers has been the view that a
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symmetrical relationship exists between the two phenomena. It has

been hypothesized that leisure and recreation affect personality

growth and that, in turn, personality integration, needs, and attitudes

affect the patterns of participation in these activities (Neumeyer and

Neumeyer, 1958).

A second perspective on the assumed relationship has been

expressed in terms of "the leisure problem. " This view assumes

that people's attitude and value structures, which are indicators of

personal adjustment and mental health, cause problems of adjustment

to the increased leisure of modern life.

Writers specializing in the field of leisure studies have sug-

gested that the development of our industrial society has created a

dominant value and attitude framework for behavior which has been

work-oriented. In short, we have created a "work ethic. " As

industrial efficiency has improved, time free from the necessity of

work has increased. The leisure problem has arisen because atti-

tudes and values appropriate for a more leisurely existence have not

evolved as rapidly as leisure-creating industrial technology.

Schlesinger (1971) has stated this view as follows:

Since humanity has had much more experience with work
than leisure, the problem of the movement of the society in
the leisure direction is difficult and often distressing. What
high-technology society has produced is not leisure... but
free time; and the problem for the future will be the con-
version of free time into leisure (p. 75).
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Psychologists and psychiatrists have proposed that people

having difficulties adjusting to leisure lack the inner resources which

are often associated with mental health. These inner resources,

primarily attitudes and coping behaviors, are suggested as necessary

for the full functioning of an individual in interaction with his

environment. Thus, the assumed relationship between leisure (or

leisure attitudes) and mental health is posited. However, the recog-

nition that an individual's attitudes toward leisure and work are

related to his choice of leisure activities and the resulting satisfac-

tions has added complexity to the relationship.

Recently, a third perspective on the relationship between

leisure and mental health was proposed. In a paper submitted to the

National Recreation and Park Association, Gray and Greben (1973)

suggested that an understanding of the relationship requires a more

inclusive theoretical framework. They have proposed that humanis-

tic psychology, and in particular Maslow's self-actualization theory,

offers a framework for the development of leisure and recreation

programs which would satisfy individual personality needs, thereby

facilitating positive mental health. Such programs would presumably

encourage individual adjustment to leisure-centered living through the

development of positive leisure attitudes. Gray and Greben implied

that the emphasis of humanistic psychology on the satisfaction of

human needs, the full development of individual potentials, and the



creation of an environment conducive to these ends were singularly

relevant to the leisure problems of modern society and the relation-

ship between leisure and mental health.

The major difficulty with the foregoing perspectives on the

relationship between leisure and mental health has been the lack of

research evidence that the relationship exists. Indeed, research

seeking to explain leisure behavior and attitudes has typically used

demographic variables (Berger, 1963). Only relatively recently have

studies sought to explain leisure in terms of personality charac-

teristics or various concepts of mental health. Unfortunately, the

findings of these studies have not conclusively demonstrated the

degree of the relationship.

Havighurst (1957), Brooks and Elliot (1971) and Howard (1973),

among others, have provided evidence in support of a positive

relationship, while findings by Leilich (1952), Neu linger (1971), and

Kleiber (1972) have been less conclusive. Thus, the theoretical

positions mentioned previously which postulated a relationship between

leisure and mental health have not been based on solid empirical

evidence.

Howard (1973) suggested that the failure to find a relationship

between leisure activities and personality characteristics could be

attributed to the employment of limited statistical procedures.

His study, using multivariate statistical procedures, produced
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several significant relationships between leisure activity preferences

and personality characteristics.

Other factors which limit the precision of leisure research,

such as the lack of agreement concerning the nature of leisure and

mental health, the limitations inherent in instruments measuring

psychological variables, and the failure to comply with the considera-

tions of research design, could also have accounted for some of the

inconclusiveness of previous studies. In addition, it would seem

advantageous that the measurement of both leisure-related behavior

and mental health contain several dimensions or scales, rather than

providing one score for each of the two variables. An analysis of

the interrelationships of several scales for each of the two major

variables would allow for a more precise study of the complexity of

the assumed relationship.

In the absence of conclusive empirical research related to the

problem, and on the basis of the centrality of the assumed relation-

ship to the leisure and recreation profession, it is the assumption

of this study that the concept of self-actualization can contribute

greatly to the understanding of leisure attitudes and, by inference,

leisure behavior. Therefore, this study was an attempt to assess

the relationship between self-actualization and leisure attitudes.
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Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to determine the degree of

relationship between selected scales of self-actualization and

dimensions of leisure attitudes.

Research Hypotheses

Primarily on the basis of the work of Gray and Greben (1973),

it was the general hypothesis of this study that a relationship exists

between leisure attitudes and self-actualization. That is, it is

hypothesized that groups of subjects reporting different attitudes

toward leisure will also report different degrees of self-actualization,

In order to investigate this assumed relationship, the following null

hypotheses are tested in this study:

1. There is no relationship between "affinity for leisure" and the

selected scales of self-actualization.

2, There is no relationship between "self-definition through leisure

or work" and the selected scales of self-actualization.

3. There is no relationship between "amount of perceived leisure"

and the selected scales of self-actualization.

4. There is no relationship between "amount of work or vacation

desired" and the selected scales of self-actualization.
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Importance of the Study

The assumed relationship between concepts of human psycho-

logical functioning and leisure has long been a central proposition in

attempts to construct a theory of Leisure behavior. However, the

construction of a tenable theory has awaited more conclusive empiri-

cal evidence than has been forthcoming. It is hoped that the present

study, by overcoming some of the weaknesses of previous leisure

research efforts, can provide useful information concerning the

degree of the hypothesized relationship.

The inconclusiveness of the research on the psychology of

leisure has been due in part to the lack of coordinated effort among

researchers and the failure to relate studies to personality or

psychological theory. In an effort to avoid these shortcomings, the

present study has made use of the work of Neu linger and Maslow.

Neu linger (1969, 1971) has undertaken a program of leisure

research. He stressed the central importance of using the same kind

of research techniques and instruments so that research findings can

be meaningfully related to one another. Toward this end, the present

study used Neu linger's (1969, 1971) leisure attitude instrument, A

Study of Leisure, and four of the five dimensions of leisure which it

measures: "affinity for leisure': 'self - definition through leisure or

work' :'amount of leisure perceived',' aneamount of work versus vaca-

tion desired."



Brennecke and Amick (1971), Neu linger (1971), Gray and

Greben (1973), and Holcombe (1973) have used the term self-

actualization in discussing leisure. Maslow's theory of motivation

and personality, and its central concepts of self-actualization and

hierarchy of basic needs, purports to account for a wide range of

human functioning. Although the theory and the instrument developed

to measure self-actualization (Shostrom, 1965) have been used in

numerous studies, they have rarely been used in leisure research and

never used in a study of mental health and leisure attitudes. It is

hoped that the results of this study will offer indications of the use-

fulness of Maslow's theory for the explanation of the psychology of

leisure behavior.

Several writers have discussed the necessity of providing

leisure counseling to people having difficulty in adjusting to increased

free time in a satisfying manner. Since the counselor is generally

concerned with facilitating personal growth and adjustment, more

specific knowledge of the relationship between self-actualization and

leisure attitudes could aid the counselor helping the client develop

personally satisfying leisure behavior.

Finally, there has been little agreement concerning the meaning

of the term leisure (Clawson, 1964). Leisure has been defined in

terms of types of activities, time, state of mind, role and group

membership, demographic variables and combinations thereof. A
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theory explaining leisure behavior must take into account all of these

variables and others. Unfortunately, leisure research has not

evolved to the point of being capable of dealing with such complexity.

Therefore, researchers must continue to attempt to extract a limited

number of variables for study. It is hoped that the present study can

add to the knowledge of how state of mind or mental health influences

an individual's leisure behavior.

Limitations of the Study

I. Inferences made from the results of this study will be valid to

the extent that the theoretical framework is substantiated.

Maslow's theory assumes that instinctoid needs play an

important role in the motivation of human behavior, This

assumption is challenged by those who view environmental

variables as the primary determinants of behavior,

2. Similarly, the assumption made in this study, that leisure can

be defined as a state of mind, will be challenged by those who

view behavior in terms of environmental variables.

3, The data gathered from the subjects are accurate insofar as the

Personality Orientation Inventory and A Study of Leisure are

valid instruments for measuring self-actualization and leisure

attitudes, respectively.



4. Results derived can be attributed only to freshmen students

attending Oregon State University during the 1973-74 school

year. Inferences to other communities must be drawn with

great caution.

Definition of Terms

Self - Actualization.

10

Self-actualization, which will be considered as synonymous with

positive mental health, cannot be easily defined. Rather, several

characteristics from the writings of Rogers (1961), Shostrom (1966),

and Maslow (1962) suggest the meaning of the concept, Self-

actualization is the innate tendency of people to develop toward:

1. self- rather than other-orientation;

2. acceptance and expression of feelings and abilities; spontane-

ity, lack of inhibition;

3. minimal presence of mental ill-health;

4. full development of potentials;

5. freedom from external control and manipulation.

Maslow (1968, 1970) hars outlined a more detailed list of

characteristics.
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Attitude

For the purposes of the present study, an attitude is defined as

a predisposition toward overt action (Likert, 1932, p. 9). Thus an

attitude is not behavior, but the precondition of behavior which exerts

a dynamic influence upon the individual's response to all objects and

situations with which it is related (Allport, 1967).

Leisure and Recreation

The present study is limited to a psychological approach to the

study of leisure and recreation behavior. The variables under

investigation are leisure attitudes and self-actualization. Accord-

ingly, although leisure has been defined as free time (Brightbill,

1960; Clawson, 1964) and activities (Dumazedier, 1967), leisure and

recreation are herein considered as a state of mind, a state of being,

or an emotional condition. The definition of recreation provided by

Gray and Greben (1973, p. 11-9) is indicative of this perspective:

Recreation is an emotional condition within an individual
human being that flows from a feeling of well-being and
self-satisfaction. It is characterized by feelings of
mastery, achievement, exhilaration, acceptance, success,
personal worth, and pleasure. It reinforces a positive self-
image. Recreation is a response to aesthetic experience,
achievement of personal goals, or positive feedback from
others.

The theoretical and research foundation for this study came

from the writings of Maslow (1954, 1968, 1971), Neulinger (1969,
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1971, 1972), and Gray and Greben (1973). Each of these men has

emphasized the concept of self-actualization in his work. Neu linger

(1969) and Gray and Greben (1973) have presented leisure and

recreation as a path to self-actualization, Thus leisure and recrea-

tion and self-actualization or positive mental health are closely

related in the psychological perspective of this study.
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IL REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

A review of the literature revealed only one research effort

directly related to the problem of this study. Therefore, this chapter

is concerned with reporting the viewpoints of authorities on subjects

related to this study or with summarizing related research findings

in the following areas: (1) theoretical evidence for the relationship of

mental health and leisure, (2) self-actualization theory, (3) leisure

as state of mind, (4) self-actualization and leisure, (5) studies related

to mental health and leisure, (6) studies of leisure attitudes.

Theoretical Evidence for the Relationshi
of Mental Health and Leisure

The literature on leisure and recreation contained numerous

statements relating leisure behavior to personality characteristics

and mental health. Weiss (1964) viewed leisure as central to positive

human behavior and defined the good life as a life in which a rich

leisure gives direction and meaning to all other activities.

Charlesworth (1964) saw the purpose of life as the fulfillment of the

individual and felt that leisure and recreation were important factors

in realizing this purpose. Farina (1965) stated that the greatest value

of leisure is its potential for contributing to the good life.
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A number of writers have suggested that leisure is related to

personality needs, drives, and inner resources. Nash (1953) noted

that recreation, which he defined as the wholesome use of leisure,

is best thought of in terms of satisfying a human need. He felt

leisure satisfied the individual's need to attain stature, his need to

become part of a group, and the societal need for groups to come

together for cultural. experiences. Several other writers felt that

leisure is ideally suited for the satisfaction of basic human needs

(Slayson, 1946; Menninger, 1948; Haun, 1965; O'Connor, 1966;

Mendel, 1971; Gunn, 1972).

Super (1940) stated that an individual chooses an avocation

according to his present needs in a given situation and on the basis of

the possible ways the individual can neet those needs in that situation.

The Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry (1958) noted that

psychiatrists generally accept the therapeutic value of planned leisure

activities selected for the particular needs of particular patients.

Maslow (1954) used the concept of basic human needs as a

central consideration in his self-actualization theory. The term self-

actualization, herein used as a synonym for positive mental health, is

often defined as the tendency of people to move in the direction of

achieving their greatest individual potentials (Maslow, 1968).

Accordingly, the term also denotes personality growth and enhance-

ment of the self. Many writers, without citing Maslow's theory,
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spoke of leisure as directly related to self-actualization. Farina

(1965, p. 32) wrote:

The fundamental value of leisure is its potential for
contributing to the good life. In this sense the good life is
that which is focused on the fulfillment of individual potential.
Thus leisure is primarily valued in terms of the growth of
individuals and is a personally oriented rather than socially
oriented concept. In leisure, self-identification, self-
realization and self-fulfillment take precedence over social
role expectation, social norms and conformity. In leisure
the individual is free rather than controlled by either intra-
psychic compulsion or environmental limits.

Martin (1969) observed that what a man does with his leisure is

directly related to the nature and extent of his personality growth and

self-fulfillment. Neumeyer and Neumeyer (1958, p. 184) noted:

. . . that there is a close relation between leisure pursuits
and the development of personality. Recreation activities,
in particular, which are the chief pursuits of leisure, have
subtle and direct effects on physical growth, mental develop-
ment, emotional stimulation and control, motivations in
conduct, character building, and in developing skills, espe-
cially in social expression.

A number of recreators and social scientists writing about

leisure have recently made statements directly relating leisure and

recreation to self-actualization. Defining leisure in terms of

Maslow's theory, Gray and Greben (1973) have suggested a relation-

ship between leisure experience, viewed as subjective state of mind,

and mental health, viewed in terms of self-actualization. In addition,

Gray and Greben (1973) have described leisure using Maslow's con-

cepts of basic needs and peak experiences. Although Maslow is the
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only psychologist mentioned, the ideas of Gray and Greben imply the

acceptance of a broad range of humanistic psychology theories.

Holcombe (1973, p. 39) also linked self-actualization to leisure:

The personal and societal values of leisure are great
and relatively unexplored. Leisure educators have the
opportunity and obligation to help individuals gain competence
in the art of leisure and living. Among the most worthy
outcomes of that competence is the actualization of the self.

Neu linger (1971), the only researcher found who has studied the

relationship between leisure attitudes and mental health, suggested

that leisure is a social, good and that ways of promoting it need to be

studied. He also suggested that if the leisure problem is seen as a,

problem of self-actualization, then the answer lies in providing more

meaningful activities for people.

Brennecke and Amick (1971) observed that if people are able

to use leisure in ways that are fully enjoyable without feeling guilty,

they may be contributing to their own mental health or self-

actualization. In speaking of the role of leisure as it relates to

mental health, Fromm (1955, p. 124-125) has said:

In any productive and spontaneous activity, something
happens within myself while I am reading, looking at
scenery, talking to friends, et cetera. I am not the same
after the experience as I was before.

Elsewhere, Fromm (1968) has stated that the quality of a

person's leisure is reflective not only of his own psychological

health, but of the state of health of his society in general, De Grazia
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(1962) also spoke of leisure as mirroring the values, world view, and

overall health of a society. Although greatly disturbed about the

quality of leisure and of life in general in modern America, these

men have posed solutions which have much in common with self-

actualization theory and humanistic psychology.

Self-Actualization Theory

Maslow's theory of self-actualization was derived from his

study of "healthy people, " people embodying "full humanness"

(Maslow, 1972, p. xvi). Maslow's view of optimum mental health or

self-actualization and his work to develop a theory of human motiva

tion and personality have become central to the theoretical framework

of humanistic psychology, This humanistic approach to the study of

behavior, developed from the work of such noted theorists as Fromm,

May, Horney, Rogers, Allport, Murray, and Goldstein, has become

an established "third force" in psychology with basic assumptions

distinct from psychoanalytic theory and behaviorism.

Central to Maslow's theory of motivation and personality is his

concept of a hierarchy of basic human needs. Maslow viewed these

needs (physiological needs, safety, belongingness and love, esteem,

and self-actualization) as related to each other in a developmental

way, in an order of strength and priority. As the most basic need is

satisfied, the next higher need becomes dominant or central to the
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personality and the person seeks out conditions which will satisfy it.

The individual progresses up the hierarchy in this manner toward self-

actualization. The basic needs are considered to be steps along the

time path to general self-actualization, under which all basic needs

are subsumed (Maslow, 1959).

Maslow assumed these needs to be the basic determinants of

behavior, but emphasized that the external field is also an important

class of determinants (1970). More specifically, Maslow (1959,

p. 131) has stated that his theory

. . . is not in contradiction to the data already amassed which
show clearly that living in a family and in a culture are
absolutely necessary to actualize these psychological poten-
tials that define humanness. Let us avoid this confusion. A
mother or a culture does not create a human being. It does
not implant within him the ability to love, or to be curious, or
to philosophize, or to symbolize, or to be creative. Rather,
it permits or fosters or encourages or helps what exists in
embryo t o become real and actual.

Maslow has termed all of the basic needs, except the need for

self-actualization, as deficiency needs. He saw these needs as

essentially deficits in the human organism which had to be made up

or filled. Furthermore, these needs must be satisfied from without

by other human beings and the individual is accordingly dependent

upon the goodwill, acceptance, love, and affection of others. He

believed that the long term failure to satisfy the deficiency needs

results in mental illness in much the same way that avitaminosis

results in physical illness.
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The theory assumes that the satisfaction of the deficiency needs

allows the emergence of the need for self-actualization. Maslow

believed that a person whose basic needs were satisfied became

growth- rather than deficiency-motivated. Such an individual was

considered free to develop his unique potentials in a more inner-

directed manner without undue dependence upon others. Maslow

strongly emphasized that the self-actualizing individual is able to

enter into close interpersonal relationships because he no longer

requires personal contact for the need satisfaction it allows. The

deficit-motivated person was viewed as needful, desirous, and

attached in his relationships, while the self actualizer was seen as

disinterested, objective, and requiring nothing from the other.

Maslow saw the self-actualizer as entering into relationships out of

perceptions of intrinsic qualities in the other, rather than out of

considerations of the utility of the relationship.

Maslow (1959, p. 123) believed that his hierarchy of basic needs

allowed him to explain a concept shared by many personality

theorists.

It looks as if there were a single ultimate value for man-
kind, a far goal toward which all men strive. This has been
variously called self-actualization, self-realization, inte-
gration, psychological health, individuation, autonomy,
creativity, productivity, but all agree it amounts to realizing
the potentialities of the person, becoming fully human, every-
thing that the person can become.
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Maslow (1968, p. 26; 1970, p, 153) has characterized the self-

actualizing person as follows:

1. Superior perception of reality.
2. Increased acceptance of self, others and of nature.
3. Increased spontaneity.
4. Increase in problem-centering.
5. Increased detachment and desire for privacy.
6. Increased autonomy, and resistance to enculturation.
7. Greater freshness of appreciation, and richness of

emotional response.
8. Higher frequency of peak experiences.
9. Increased identification with the human species.

10. Changed (the clinician would say, improved) interpersonal
relations.

11. More democratic character structure.
12. Greatly increased creativeness.
13. Certain changes in the value system.
14. Increased discrimination between means and ends, good

and evil.
15. Philosophical, unhostile sense of humor.

Rogers (1961), Shostrom (1967), and Hamachek (1971) have

described the self-actualizer or fully functional person in similar

terms.

The growth-motivated, self-actualizing person is said to enjoy

more frequent peak or mystical experiences. The qualities of these

experiences are described in detail by Maslow (1968). Maslow

(1970, p. 164) has said the peak experience involves:

. . . feelings of limitless horizons opening up to the
vision, the feeling of being simultaneously more power-
ful and also more helpless than one ever was before, the
feeling of great ecstasy and wonder and awe, the loss of
placing in time and space with, finally, the conviction that the
subject is to some extent transformed and strengthened even
in his daily life by such experiences.
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Finally, Maslow (1971) has outlined eight behaviors leading to

self-actualization. The behaviors described are very closely

related to the 15 characteristics of self-actualizers presented above.

This brief summary of Maslow's theory of motivation and

personality was meant to introduce only the major concepts. How-

ever, regardless of the lack of detail and subtlety of this account, the

points discussed should provide a framework for the partial explana-

tion of leisure behavior.

Leisure as State of Mind

Much of the writing which defines leisure as a state of mind

has been done by De Orazia. (1962), Pieper (1963), Lee (1964), and

Gray and Greben (1973).

De Grazia (1962, p. 5) defined leisure as "a state of being, a

condition of man, which few desire and fewer achieve. " This

definition and all that it implies was the central aspect of life style,

the paramount value for the fifth century Greeks. De Grazia has

derived his conception of the Greek meaning of leisure primarily

from the works of Aristotle and Plato. The concepts used by De

Grazia to clarify this meaning were: peace, happiness, cultivation

of the mind, contemplation, and the good life.

De Grazia (1962, p. 13), in discussing Aristotle's conception in

detail stated: "The distinguishing mark now begins to appear.
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Leisure is a state of being in which activity is performed for its own

sake or as its own end. " Happiness was also linked to leisure.

Happiness was seen as only appearing in leisure, as an intrinsic

element of leisure, and as a partial basis for a free man's life (p. 13).

Learning was not to be pursued for its utility, but in terms of the

proper use of leisure for the cultivation of the mind. Directly

related to the use of leisure for the cultivation of the mind was the

notion of contemplation or truth-finding. De Grazia's description

of the contemplative attitude has much in common with Maslow's

characterization of the self-actualizer (p. 18).

Perhaps De Grazia's primary motive is the placement of leisure

in a broader, societal perspective. Like Fromm in The Sane

Society, Maslow (1968), and Gray and Greben (1973), De Grazia

believed the role of the state should be to foster the health of the

individual.

We begin to grasp how leisure is related to politics.
If a man is at leisure only when he is free, the good state
must exist to give him leisure. What he does in this
leisure can be equated with what we today call the good life.
Surprisingly few political philosophers have seen the
connection between freedom and leisure as ends of the
state (p. 18).

Pieper (1963) defined leisure in terms of contemplation and

inwardness, divine worship, celebration, a spiritual attitude, and

self-understanding. He felt leisure is possible only when a person is

at one with himself, acquiescing in his own being. For Pieper, the
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essence of leisure was contemplation, an attitude of non-activity,

inward calm, silence, and acceptance. The purpose of this contem-

plation was divine worship: "For leisure is a receptive attitude of

mind, a contemplative attitude, and it is not only the occasion but

also the capacity for steeping oneself in the whole of creation" (p. 41).

But leisure also meant the personal affirmation of the meaningfulness

of the universe and a sense of oneness through festival and celebra

tion.

Pieper was in accord with De Grazia and Maslow in stressing

the importance of an attitude of caring detachment and non-utility:

Leisure is not the attitude of mind of those who actively
intervene, but of those who are open to everything; not of
those who grab and grab hold, but of those who leave the
reins loose and who are free and easy themselves. . . (p. 41).

Lee-(1964) viewed leisure in much the same terms as De

Grazia and Pieper, but was quick to emphasize that an inward attitude

and the cultivation of the mind should not remove the leisure experi-

ence from societal involvement. "Leisure is part and parcel of

contemporary man's world of real existence" (p. 34).

Lee (1964, p. 35) related leisure to individual health:

Leisure is the growing time of the human spirit, Leisure
provides the occasion for learning and freedom, for growth
and expression, for rest and restoration, for rediscovering
life in its entirety.

Lee also discussed leisure in terms of play (p. 71) and a Christian

commitment to God (p. 262).
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An important contribution to the conception of leisure as a state

of mind was Lee's warning that leisure is also a state of body and

spirit, not simply a mental phenomenon. Like Maslow (1971), Lee

felt that the healthy person, the person of leisure, lived holistically,

not sensing the Cartesian mind-body duality.

In many ways the most contemporary view of leisure as state of

mind was provided by Gray and Greben (1973). These men began with

a discussion of the critical social issues which are affecting the lives

of all Americans. They stressed that one solution to these problems

is in the reorientation of social institutions toward providing for

individual mental and physical health. Gray and Greben saw leisure,

defined in terms of subjective experience, as integral to this solution.

Based on the assumption that "there is a broad and growing

humanistic ethic permeating America," that "America is turning

inward" for self-discovery and a deeper participation in life (p. II-1),

Gray and Greben (1973) have grounded their conception of leisure in

humanistic psychology, particularly in Maslow's theory of self-

actualization. Believing that personal growth and development is the

dominant contemporary social need, they have viewed the leisure /

recreation experience as a facilitator of human development or self-

actualization:

Recreation improves awareness, deepens understanding,
stimulates appreciation, develops one's powers, and enlarges
the sources of enjoyment. It promotes individual fulfillment.
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It encourages self-discovery, It helps give meaning to
life (p. II-11).

In particular, Gray and Greben (1973) have asked leisure educa-

tors and recreation and park professionals to reevaluate, redefine,

and re-create their programs in terms of the state of mind concept of

leisure. In effect, they have asked that the psychology of leisure

become the central concern of recreation professionals. Such a

request has much in common with De Grazia, Pieper, Maslow, and

Fromm in viewing the relationship of mental health or state of being

and leisure as a primary societal concern.

Self-Actualization and Leisure

The present study investigated one aspect of leisure behavior:

the psychology of leisure. Within the area of the psychology of

leisure, only attitudes toward leisure as they related to self-

actualization were studied. It has been necessary contextually to

refer the relationship under examination back to a larger theoretical

framework within psychology. Due to the increasing amount being

written about leisure from the viewpoint of humanistic psychology, it

appeared timely and meaningful to ground this research in Maslow's

theory of motivation and personality. The following is a brief account

of the points of overlap between Maslow's theory and leisure as a state

of mind or emotional condition.
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Gray and Greben (1973) have made explicit use of Maslow's con-

cepts of self-actualization, hierarchy of basic needs, and peak

experiences. In referring to Maslow's need hierarchy, Gray and

Greben have stated that a growing number of Americans, no longer

willing to live with the limitations of the lower need-states, are deter-

mined to experience life more fully. Gray and Greben are convinced

that leisure and recreation offer the expanded participation in life

which these people seek. That is, leisure can be a path to fuller life,

to self-actualization.

Gray and Greben spoke of leisure as the highest expression of

human potential. Thus leisure is a peak experience in self-

satisfaction: aesthetic response, achievement of personal goals, or

positive feedback from others. In this respect leisure satisfies basic

needs and is therefore of great psychological benefit to the individual,

In explaining the nuances of meaning of leisure, De Grazia (1962)

said that the distinguishing mark of leisure was activity performed for

its own sake. Maslow (1968, p. 31), speaking in the context of mental

health, made a similar point:

Activity can be enjoyed either intrinsically, for its own
sake, or else have worth and value only because it is instru-
mental in bringing about a desired gratification. In the latter
case it loses its value and is no longer pleasurable when it is
no longer successful or efficient. More frequently, it is
simply not enjoyed at all, but only the goal is enjoyed.
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Williams (1970) has also referred to the role of activity. He has

shown that Americans are oriented toward achievement and the attain-

ment of goals. His view was that the value attached to achievement

does not comprehend the person as a whole but only his accomplish-

ments, emphasizing the objective results of his activity" (p. 454).

This orientation extends into other areas of life: "Even in leisure and

expressive behavior, the purposive and obligatory emphases often

persist" (p. 459).

Perhaps such a perspective can provide insights into the analysis

of the leisure problem. If Americans generally engage in leisure for

the results it brings, then there is little wonder that a state of leisure

is rarely experienced. De Grazia (1962) and Williams (1970) suggested

that Americans balance their tendencies toward external orientation

and objectivity with inwardness and subjectivity.

Maslow (1968) has reported that the self-actualizer views the

world in a desireless, objective, and detached manner. De Grazia

(1962) and Pieper (1963)have similarly characterized the man of lei-

sure. De Grazia has said:

The contemplator looks upon the world and man with the calm
eye of one who has no design on them. He has not the aggres-
sive detachment or unfeeling isolation that comes from
scrutinizing men and objects with a will to exploiting them.
In another sense he is truly detached because he looks on
none of them with the intent to manipulate or control or
change, on neither man nor beast nor nature (p. 17).
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Maslow (1968) has characterized the person working on the

satisfaction of his basic needs as deficiency-motivated. The person

who has had his basic needs satisfied, the self-actualizer, is seen as

growth-motivated. The growth-motivation of the self-actualizer is

especially relevant to leisure viewed as a state of being or an emo

tional condition. The self-actualizer is a person who is more fully

functioning and lives a more enriched life than does the average

person. "Such an individual is seen as developing and utilizing all of

his unique capabilities, or potentialities, free of the inhibitions and

emotional turmoil of those less self-actualized" (Shostrom, 1966,

[3- 5).

It is important to point out that because a. person's basic needs

are not satisfied does not mean that he cannot experience leisure.

Maslow had emphasized that a lower need does not have to be com-

pletely satisfied before the next higher need, can be expressed. Thus

a person may be seeking satisfaction of the full range of his needs,

including to some degree his need for self-actualization. Also, the

satisfaction of needs, such as esteem from others or feelings of love,

can be peak experiences in self-satisfaction, as discussed by Gray and

Greben (1973). As such, these experiences promote positive mental

health (Brennecke and Amick, 1971).

In summary, Gray and Greben assumed a relationship between

leisure defined as a state of being or emotional condition and
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self-actualization. The writings of De Grazia (1962), Pieper (1963),

and Lee (1964) were found to contain concepts similar to those of

Maslow (1959, 1968, 1971) and thus tended to provide support for the

assumption. The objective of the present study was to furnish indica-

tions of the validity of this assumed relationship.

Studies Related to Mental
Health and Leisure

A review of the literature on leisure revealed only one study

(Neu linger, 1971) of the relationship between mental health and leisure

attitudes. Other studies were found which investigated various aspects

of leisure as they related to concepts of psychological health. It is

interesting to note that the studies reviewed fell into two time periods:

1940-1960 and the first few years of the 1970's. Apparently, interest

in the relationship of mental health and leisure behavior has recently

increased after a series of inconclusive previous efforts. Perhaps

this renewed interest reflects the contemporary relevance of the

problem.

Cavanaugh (1942) studied the relation of the frequency of par-

ticipation in recreation activities and personal adjustment. The study

demonstrated no significant findings, but Cavanaugh saw a tendency for

emotionally well-adjusted students to participate in more recreational

activities than less well-adjusted students. Also, women students who
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participated in more than the average number of recreational activities

tended to score slightly higher on social adjustment.

Smith (1947) investigated the relationship between scores on the

Bell Adjustment Inventory and participation in extracurricular

activities. The test instrument measured emotional, social, and

home adjustment. The researcher found that students who engaged in

extracurricular activities displayed significantly better social adjust-

ment.

Leilich (1952) was concerned with the relationships among

patterns of recreation, personality adjustment, and intelligence. He

found that college men superior in mental health adjustment exhibited

no significant differences in recreational patterns when compared

with college men displaying inferior health adjustment. This finding

led him to conclude that "There appears to be little or no relation

between knowledge of, interest in, or active participation in recreation

activities and mental health" (p. 67).

Gerson (1960) attempted to determine the degree of relationship

between leisure and leisure activities and marital satisfaction. Among

a college student sample, the study revealed significant relationships

between leisure and leisure activities and general marital satisfaction.

Couples who were not satisfied with their marriages were dissatisfied

with their leisure pursuits, spent relatively little leisure time together,

were dissatisfied with their spouse's adjustment in the area of leisure
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behavior, felt money restricted their leisure activities, disagreed

often about leisure activities, and felt they had missed out on a lot of

fun by marrying before finishing school. The results of this study

indicate a relationship between personal adjustment or mental health

and marital satisfaction.

Merritt (1961) examined the relationship of selected physical,

mental, emotional, and social factors to the recreational preferences

of college women. She found that personality differences appeared to

exist between individuals liking or disliking certain types of recrea-

tional activities.

Havighurst has completed a series of studies of leisure activi-

ties, personality factors, and personal adjustment. Havighurst and

Feigenbaum (1959) found for the men and women in their study that a

high level of participation in leisure activities was significantly

related to personal adjustment. In the cases where well-adjusted

subjects had low levels of participation, they found these people to

have a high degree of job satisfaction and a great vitality in life.

Donald and Havighurst (1959) used a panel of judges, test scores,

and personal interviews to arrive at an overall measure of personal

adjustment. They found that participation in leisure activities for the

purpose of "making the time pass" was negatively correlated with

personal adjustment (p. 358).
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In a study of the leisure activities of the middle-aged, Havighurst

(1961) found that good personal adjustment and a complex life style

were correlated with the following characteristics of leisure activity:

autonomy, creativity, enjoyment, prestige-giving, novelty, vitality,

expansion of interests.

Among the more recent research related to this study, Brooks

and Elliot (1971) have completed a longitudinal study covering a period

of 30 years. They found that leisure time activities and satisfactions

in childhood were predictive of psychological adjustment at age 30.

They concluded that "such activities appear more predictive of later

adjustment than clusters of ratings of the child's early personality

characteristics. . " (p. 59).

Gunn (1972) did a comparative study of personality and outdoor

recreation activities. She concluded that recreation is a need-

fulfilling behavior and that there are significant relationships existing

among need-states, personality, and outdoor recreation activities.

Kleiber (1972) and Mc Intyre (1972) made use of the Personality

Orientation Inventory and Maslow's theory of self-actualization,

respectively. Kleiber studied free time and sense of competence in

college students. Competence is White's (1960) term for the tendency

of an organism to maintain itself, grow, and flourish in its transac-

tions with the environment. The Personality Orientation Inventory was

one of three instruments used to measure competence. Kleiber found
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that the active, engaging use of free time and the preference for

involvement in more active kinds of free time activities were not

related to sense of competence. He also found that leisure self-

concept and self-acceptance were important to positive mental health.

In addition, his findings revealed a negative relationship between

physical activity and self-actualization for males. Kleiber suggested

the possibility that excess involvement in physical activity might

preclude self-discovery and self-awareness.

Mc Intyre (1972) developed an instrument for the measurement of

work and leisure satisfaction. The study was based on Maslow's

theory of self-actualization and the supposition that positive mental

health in the context of self-actualization and psychological growth

were related to volunteer boy scout activity.

Neu linger (1971) investigated the relationship between mental

health and leisure attitudes. His was the only research found which

was directly related to the problem of the present study. He used two

instruments to collect data, A Study of Leisure (Neu linger and Breit,

1969, 1971) and the Stein Self-Description questionnaire (Stein, 1966;

Stein and Neu linger, 1968). A Study of Leisure provided leisure

attitude scores for the following five dimensions: (1)Haffinity for

leisure, (2)usociety's role in leisure planning, (3)uself-definition

through leisure or work," (4)Hamount of perceived leisure;' (5)'amount

of work or vacation desired:' The Stein Self-Description questionnaire
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consisted of 20 paragraphs each describing one of Murrayts (1938)

personality needs. A "Mental Health Index" was obtained by correlat-

ing the subjects' self-descriptive profiles with profiles for male and

female optimally integrated persons as perceived by 114 mental health

personnel, mostly psychotherapists.

Although there were numerous significant correlations among

the five leisure attitude dimensions and the personality needs, none of

the leisure dimensions correlated significantly with the "Mental Health

Index" for either the total group or for males and females analyzed

separately. Neu linger offered three possibilities for the failure to

find a significant relationship between mental health and leisure atti-

tudes, but favored the explanation that the sample was too small and

that the effects of other variables overshadowed the mental health of

the subjects.

It is also possible that having only one mental health score to

correlate with the leisure dimensions limited the analysis. A mental

health instrument which provided scores for several related mental

health dimensions would allow for a more precise analysis and might

be more suggestive of possible areas of relationship. It is also

possible that a more sophisticated statistical procedure than simple

correlation would indicate in more detail how the two sets of variables

were interrelated.
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With the exception of Neu linger's (1971) work, the studies sum-

marized in this section were only indirectly related to the problem of

the present study. However, several of the findings indicate support

for the assumed relationship, By increasing the number of variables

under study, it is hoped that the present study can provide more

detailed indications of the degree of relationship between dimensions of

leisure attitudes and scales of self-actualization.

Studies of Leisure Attitudes

Much of the research on leisure attitudes has been done by

Neu linger (1969, 1971a, b, 1972), using the leisure attitude question-

naire he has developed. Jackson (1971, 1973) appears to be the only

other researcher to have used the instrument. This section summa-

rizes the findings reported by these researchers.

Neu linger and Breit (1969) constructed a questionnaire, A Study

of Leisure, for the measurement of leisure attitudes. The goal of the

study "was to identify broad dimensions in the leisure domain along

which we can characterize a person's belief system" (p, 255). The

underlying assumption of the investigation was that a person's attitude

toward work and leisure is one of the basic values that determine his

life style. In formulating questions for the instrument, one of the

guidelines was to examine the possibility of self-actualization through

leisure (p. 256).
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The instrument, containing 150 items, was administered to 320

working adults. Factor analysis yielded 68 items among seven

factors: (1) affinity for leisure;' (2) society's role in leisure planning,"

(3)"self-definition through leisure or work:' (4)"arnount of perceived

leisure:' (5)Hamount of work or vacation desired,' (6)"autonomous versus

passive leisure': (7) importance of public approval."

In a replication study, Neulinger and Breit (1971) administered

the questionnaire, containing 32 items, to 335 working adults. Factor

analysis yielded five dimensions. The dimensions, "autonomous versus

passive leisure "and "importance of public approval': were not retained

in the revised instrument. This replication study and the original

effort found a striking similarity of factors.

Neulinger's (1971) work on the relationship between mental

health and leisure attitudes was reviewed in the preceding section.

The results of this study, although not significant, are suggestive of

possible improvements in future studies investigating the same

relationship.

In a recent study, Neulinger and Raps (1972) looked at the leisure

attitudes of 89 members of Mensa, an "intellectual, modern-day

elite. " (Mensa is an organization of people who score very highly on

standard intelligence tests, ) A norm group for purposes of compari-

son was taken from a previous study (Neulinger and Breit, 1971).
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The most obvious finding was that Mensa members are more

leisure-oriented than the norm group. Mensa members also sought

out more self-centered activities, indicating low ranking for affiliation

and nurturing behaviors. The norm group ranked affiliation first in

importance. Neu linger suggested that while both groups expressed

some need for order, for the norm group the need was a compulsive

aspect of personality, while for the Mensa group it was seen as an

aesthetic sense of order in the universe. Neu linger summarized his

findings by suggesting that the qualitative difference in the meaning of

leisure between the groups was best highlighted by the fact that the

Mensa group rated leisure as more honest than work, while the norm

group did the opposite.

Jackson (1971, 1973) completed the only other study found

utilizing Neulinger's instrument. Jackson hypothesized that subgroups

identified as being variant in value orientations would also subscribe

to variant leisure attitudes (1973). He administered Neulinger's

instrument and a measurement of variations in value orientations

(Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck, 1961) to four groups: 20 Mexican-

American teachers, 20 Mexican-American custodians, 20 Anglo

teachers, and 20 Anglo custodians. Jackson found that the Mexican-

American custodians expressed value orientations and leisure attitudes

most variant from those of the dominant group. Mexican-Americans

were also found to be more positively oriented toward leisure.
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The studies reviewed in this section suggest that Neu linger's

A Study of Leisure is a useful leisure attitude instrument. Also, since

leisure behavior, like any behavior, is difficult to measure scientifi-

cally, these studies suggest that leisure attitudes are good indicators

of behavior. The Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry (1958,

p. 374) stated that: "Individuals' attitudes seem to be the distin-

guishing force and not the types of activity involved." The purpose

of the present study was to determine to what extent leisure attitudes

are related to self-actualization.
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III. METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the location of the

study, the sample selection method, and the procedures utilized to

collect and analyze the data.

Locale of the Study

The population studied consisted of approximately 3, 328 fresh-

men enrolled spring term at Oregon State University. The University

is located in the heart of the Willamette Valley between Portland and

Eugene, Oregon.

A land and sea grant institution, the University emphasizes

science and technically oriented disciplines. Over half of the total

enrollment of the University was involved in these disciplines.

Approximately 4,000 students studied in liberal arts and education

programs and approximately 2, Q00 studied in physical education or

bus iness.

Subjects

The subjects in this study were selected from freshmen students

attending Oregon State University during spring term 1974. From a

total enrollment of 3,328 freshmen, 106 students (62 females and

44 males), or 3. 2 percent of the class, participated in the study. The
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subjects were drawn from randomly selected Personal Health 170

classes. These classes were selected because Personal Health is a

required course for all students attending Oregon State University.

The course is normally taken during the freshman year. Computer

assignment ensures random assignment among the classes. Assign-

ment per term is done alphabetically, with students with last names

beginning with P through Z permitted to enroll during spring term.

Administration of Test Instruments

The Personal Orientation Inventory and A Study of Leisure

were administered during one class session to four Personal Health

classes on separate days. The distribution of materials, instructions,

and testing time utilized the full 50-minute class period in each case.

A summary of the instructions given to all subjects is included in

Appendix B. The very small percentage of non-freshmen students

enrolled in these classes was not included in this study.

An answer sheet was provided for the POI responses while

responses to A Study of Leisure items were recorded directly on the

questionnaire. Each instrument was hand-scored by the writer.

Test Instruments

A Study of Leisure

Neu linger and Breit's (1969, 1971) questionnaire was used to
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collect data on the leisure attitudes of freshmen university students.

Four of the five leisure attitude dimensions of the questionnaire were

used in this study. One dimension, society's role in leisure planning,

was considered irrelevant to the question under study.

A Study of Leisure was developed by Neu linger and Breit (1969,

1971) to identify broad dimensions of leisure attitudes. They believed

that a person's attitude toward work and leisure is a basic determinant

of his value system and life style. Similarly, their belief that leisure

attitudes are closely linked to the core of personality prompted them

to suggest that leisure functions to facilitate self-definition and self-

actualization (Neu linger and Breit, 1969). They emphasized that the

concern of their study was not with what people do during leisure, but

with the beliefs, feelings, and action orientations toward leisure.

The original questionnaire contained 150 items related to the

possibility of self-definition or self-actualization through leisure, the

perceived values of leisure and work, the Protestant Ethic, and leisure

definitions. A factor analysis of 68 of the items was used with a

centroid method and Varimax rotation to seven factors. Items used to

define factors had loadings of at least . 30, and . 10 larger on the

respective factor than on any other factor. The analysis yielded seven

independent factors.

In a replication study, Neu linger and Breit (1971) used factor

analysis and a principal components method and Varimax rotation for a
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yield of five factors. These factors accounted for 38 percent of the

variance. Comparison of the analyses of the two studies revealed a

very high degree of similarity of outcomes. Intercorrelations of these

factor scores resulted in correlation coefficients all less than .07,

indicating very slight interdependence among the factors. The five

dimensions identified were as follows (Neu linger and Breit, 1971).

Affinity for Leisure. This factor is related to a person's liking

of leisure and his perceived capacity for it. It is addressed to the

Protestant Ethic and the feelings of guilt a person has about leisure.

Society's Role in Leisure Planning. This factor related to a

person's attitudes regarding the control, regulation, or support of the

use of free time by society. (Not used in this study. )

Self-Definition through Leisure or Work. This factor address

the relative importance of work and leisure in a person's life.

Specifically, this factor assesses the degree to which a person has the

opportunity for self-actualization in his work and leisure.

Amount of Perceived Leisure. This factor indicates the amount

of a person's leisure, his satisfaction with it, or his need for more.

They speculated that this factor was related to creative aspects of

personality and an interest in life.

Amount of Work or Vacation Desired. This factor deals directly

with a person's work ethics by reflecting his beliefs as to how much

of his life should be spent at work as opposed to vacation,
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Personal Orientation Inventory

The Personal Orientation Inventory (POI) was developed by

Shostrom (1964) to measure self-actualization or positive mental

health. The instrument consists of 150 paired opposite, forced choice

statements which comprise two major scales: Inner-Directed Support

(I scale, 127 items) and Time-Competence (Tc scale, 23 items). The

POI contains 10 additional subscales which purport to measure

important elements of self-actualization. The instrument is self-

administering and the items are scored twice, once for the two basic

scales, and again for the 10 subscales. Testing time is approximately

30 minutes. The 12 scales and a brief description are as follows

(Shostrom, 1966):

Time-Competence - measures the degree to which one is

present" oriented.

Inner-Directed Support - measures whether reactivity orienta-

tion is basically toward others or self,

Self-Actualizing Value - measures affirmation of a primary

value of self-actualizing people.

Existentiality - measures ability to situationally or existentially

react without rigid adherence to principles.

Feeling Reactivity - measures sensitivity of responsiveness to

one's own needs and feelings.

Spontaneity - measures freedom to react spontaneously or to be

one's self.
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Self-Regard - measures affirmation of self because of worth or

strength.

Self-Acceptance - measures affirmation or acceptance of self in

spite of weaknesses or deficiencies.

Nature of Man - measures degree of the constructive view of the

nature of man, masculinity, femininity.

Synergy - measures ability to by synergistic, to transcend

dichotomies.

Acceptance of Aggression - measures ability to accept one's

natural aggressiveness as opposed to defensiveness, denial, and

repression of aggression.

Capacity for Intimate Contact - measures ability to develop

contactful intimate relationships with other human beings, unencum-

bered by expectations and obligations.

Items on this test are intended to reflect value orientations

which are commonly held, and which are held to be significant to one's

approach to living. The items were chosen from significant value

judgment problems as seen by therapists, observed value judgments

of clinically healthy and clinically troubled patients, and the writings

of Humanistic, Existential, and Gestalt Therapy psychologists.

Shostrom acknowledges items taken from the writings of Perls,

Maslow, May, Fromm, Horney, Rogers, Riesman, Watts, and Ellis.
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The present study used the following scales only: Inner-Directed

Support, Time-Competence, Self-Actualizing Value, Existentiality,

Spontaneity, Self-Regard, and Capacity for Intimate Contact.

Validity

Several investigations have demonstrated the validity of the

scales of the POI. Shostrom (1964) found that the POI discriminated

between clinically judged self-actualized and non-self-actualized

subjects on 11 of the 12 scales at the .05 level or higher.

Knapp (1965) administered the POI and the Eysenck Personality

Inventory Scale to 136 freshman and sophomore college students. A

high and a low neurotic group were separated based on Eysenck

Personality Inventory scores. Knapp found that the high neurotic

group scored significantly lower on all scales of the POI than the low

neurotic group. In addition, all correlations between the POI scales

and the neuroticisrn scale were negative.

Fox, Knapp and Michael (1968) demonstrated that 185 male and

female psychiatric patients scored significantly lower on all scales

than a normal sample and a self-actualized sample.

Shostrom. and Knapp (1966) studied two groups of out-patients in

therapy, one group of 37 beginning therapy and another group of 39

in advanced states of therapy. POI scores on all 12 scales differen-

tiated between the groups at the .01 level br higher.
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Zaccaria and Weir (1966) and Weir and Gade (1969) found the POI

to discriminate between an alcoholic group and self-actualized and

normal groups and between an alcoholic group having therapy and an

alcoholic group not having therapy, respectively.

Murray (1966) found that teachers rated high and low in terms

of "teacher concern for students" by 2,333 students differed signifi-

cantly in degree of self-actualization as measured by POI scales.

A study by Knapp (1965) revealed that the I (inner-directed)

scale was the best predictor or overall measure of self-actualization.

This finding has been substantiated by Damm. (1969, 1972), although

he found that the combined raw scores of Inner-Directed Support and

Time-Competence was also a reliable overall measure of self-

actualization.

Maslow's theory of self-actualization assumes that self-

actualized people are creative people. Investigations by Damm. (1967)

and Braun and Asta (1968) found that scales as Original Thinking and

Creativity contained in the Remote Associates Test and the Gordon

Personality Inventory were significantly related to POI scales. These

results provide evidence for Maslow's assumption.

Reliability

Test-retest reliability coefficients reported by Klavetter and

Mogar (1967), using 48 college students tested at a one week interval,
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ranged from . 52 to . 82, The two major scales, Time-Competence and

Inner -Directed Support, yielded coefficients of . 71 and . 77 respec-

tively.

In a test-retest study over the period of 50 weeks (Ilardi and

May, 1968), the 12 scales obtained reliability coefficients of . 32 to

. 74, with nine of the scales with coefficients between 51 and o 74.

Time-Competence and Inner-Directed Support had coefficients of . 55

and . 71, respectively. In the same study, Ilardi and May also com-

pared the POI reliability coefficients with findings for comparable

groups and time intervals on well-established personality inventories

such as the Edwards Personality Preference Schedule (EPPS) and the

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), They con-

cluded that "The findings reported on the POI are well within these

ranges of somewhat comparable MMPI and EPPS test-retest

reliability studies" (p. 71).

Dissimulation or Faking

Studies have also been conducted on the effects of dissimulation

or faking on the POI. The findings suggest that the POI cannot be

easily faked. Braun and. Asta (1969) asked three groups to respond to

the POI items "as you really are" and later to "answer in line with the

kind of person you would Like to be: your ideal self" (p. 160). They

found that on the "ideal self" response all the groups moved toward
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self-actualization on six scales and decreased in self-actualization on

four scales. The Inner-Directed Support scale was not affected sig-

nificantly by the different instructions for any of the groups.

Braun and La Faro (1969) administered the POI twice to four

groups, asking them to respond honestly on the first trial. The

groups were asked to try and make a favorable impression or a high

score on the second trial. The results were that almost all of the

faked scores were in a direction of decreased self-actualization, one-

half of these significantly different from the honest scores at the

5 percent level or better. The researchers concluded: "Apparently

the values deemed to be those of self-actualizing persons are not

those values judged likely to create a good impression or to be

indicators of good adjustment by typical college students" (p. 159).

Foulds and Warehime (1971) found similar results which prompted

them to speculate that the accepted model of a well-adjusted person

was not congruent with the model of the self-actualized person.

Statistical Treatment of the Data

Howard (1973) suggested that the primary reason for the incon-

clusiveness of much of leisure research was the use of limited

statistical procedures. Specifically, he felt that the univariate analysis

procedures often employed were inferior to multivariate techniques

for exposing the complex interrelationships which exist among the
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variables. The use of univariate procedures in the present study

would allow only a simple correlation of each of the leisure attitude

dimensions with each of the personality scales. Such an analysis

would fail to disclose the possible interrelationships which might

exist among a group of variables analyzed together. Multiple

regression analysis, a multivariate technique, was used in the present

study in the hope of disclosing more detailed findings.

Multiple Regression Analysis

Stepwise multiple regression analysis permits the investigation

of the relationship between each dependent variable and several

independent variables in one operation. Sokal and Rohlf (1969, p. 488)

explained that this analysis:

. . . regresses in an exploratory manner a variable Y on
variables X1, X2, X3. taking various combinations of
these to obtain a minimum of unexplained residual variance
in terms of the smallest number of independent variables by
dropping any potential independent variables that do not
remove a significant independent portion of the variation.

Product-moment correlation coefficients will also be computed

to indicate whether a positive or negative relationship exists between

variables.

This study has not implied that either leisure attitudes or mental

health was considered as a causal variable. However, multiple

regression analysis requires that one set of variables be arbitrarily
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assigned the role of independent variable and the other set the role of

dependent variable. Again, no judgment of causality is intended.

For the purposes of the present study, the leisure attitude

dimensions will act as dependent variables and will be regressed on

the independent va.riablesi the seven selected POI scales.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The primary purpose of this research was to examine the

nature of the relationship between self-actualization and leisure

attitudes. Four research hypotheses were tested. This chapter is

devoted to the presentation, analysis, and discussion of the data

relative to these hypotheses.

In analyzing the data, each of the four selected leisure attitude

dimensions was compared independently by regression analysis pro-

cedures to the seven selected POI scales. Each of the hypotheses was

tested for the entire sample and again for males and females con-

sidered separately. Correlation coefficients were computed to

further clarify the nature of these relationships.

Presentation of Results

The first null hypothesis was tested by a stepwise multiple

regression analysis.

Hypothesis 1: There is no relationship between "affinity for
leisure" and the selected scales of self-
actualization.

Thus "affinity for leisure" acted as the dependent variable,

while the seven POI scales acted as independent variables. Selection

of dependent and independent variables was arbitrary and no causal

relationship is implied. The stepwise multiple regression analysis
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procedure indicates the independent variables in order of their degree

of relationship to the dependent variable. The first variable indicated

in the analysis is the variable contributing the most to the variance

of the dependent variable. The procedure produces a model depicting

the relationship between the dependent and independent variables.

The model contains only those independent variables which as a group

significantly relate to the dependent variable. The model also indi-

cates the amount of variance accounted for by the grouped indepen-

dent variables.

The regression related to the first null hypothesis (Table 1)

shows that, for the entire sample, only Self-Regard (Sr) is related to

"affinity for leisure, " This relationship is significant at the . 01

level. It is interesting that the correlation (Table 2) between Self-

Regard and "affinity for leisure" is negative and significant at the

.005 level. Table 2 also indicates that Time-Competence is negatively

related to "affinity for leisure" at the 10 level, although it did not

enter the regression analysis at a significant level. This finding is

only mentioned to indicate a possible trend in the data.

This finding denotes that, for the entire sample, as Self-Regard

and Time-Competence increase, "affinity for leisure!! decreases.

This finding will be discussed in greater detail in the discussion

section of this chapter.



Table 1. Entire Sample: Regression Analysis
(N = 106).

Leisure POI R-
Dimension Scale Squared t- Value

Affinity for
Leisure Sr .08 3.02*

p. 01
= 2. 625

Table 2, Entire Sample: Correlations of "Affinity
for Leisure" with POI Scales (N = 106).

Leisure
Dimension I Say Ex S

Affinity for
Leisure -15* -04 -12 -00 -02 -28** -07

10 = 0. 1292

p. 05 = O. 1654

**
P.005 0' 2565

53
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Since Neu linger (1971) found that males and females can espouse

different attitudes toward leisure and since Schroeder (1972) found

that freshman males and females can differ in their POI scale scores,

it seemed logical to analyze the present sample separately by sex.

When male subjects (N = 44) were analyzed separately by

regression analysis (Table 3), it was found that Self-Regard and

Inner-Directed together accounted for .27 of the variance of "affinity

for leisure" significant at the .01 level. Table 4 indicates that the

correlation between "affinity for leisure" and Self-Regard is negative

and significant at the .05 level. Although below the level of signifi-

cance, Time-Competence is also negatively related, while Inner-

Directed, Existentiality, and Spontaneity are positively related to

"affinity for leisure. " These mixed findings are difficult to interpret,

but the Inner-Directed scale, considered the best overall measure of

self-actualization, is positively related to "affinity for leisure" and

entered the regression analysis at a highly significant level. This

relationship would suggest that males with a greater degree of self-

actualization tend to express a greater "affinity for leisure" than less

self-actualized males.

These findings for the male group provide evidence for the

rejection of the first null hypothesis for Self-Regard and Inner-

Directed. On the basis of the regression analysis, the first null

hypothesis is rejected for Self-Regard and Inner-Directed.
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Table 3. Males: Correlations of "Affinity for Leisure"
with POI Scales (N = 44),

Leisure POI R-
Dimens ion Scale Squared t- Value

Affinity for
Leisure Sr, I . 27 3. 10*

. 01
= 2. 689

Table 4, Males: Correlations of "Affinity for Leisure"
with POI Scales (N = 44).

Leisure
Dimension Tc I Say Ex S Sr C

Affinity for
Leisure -15 14 04 12 12 -32* 08

p.
05

= O. 2638 (N = 40)
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The regression analysis for female subjects (N = 62) showed

that Self-Regard explained . 11 of the variance of "affinity for

leisure" and was significant at the .01 level. No other POI scales

accounted for a significant degree of variance and accordingly did not

enter the analysis (Table 5).

While regression analysis indicated that only Self-Regard was

significantly related to "affinity for leisure" for females, correlations

(Table 6) show that Self-Actualizing Value (p 05), Self-Regard

(p = . 01), and Capacity for Intimate Contact (p = . 10) are all related

to "affinity for leisure" in a negative manner.

Since five of the seven correlations are negative, there is some

indication that as "affinity for leisure" increases, optimum mental

health decreases. Or it can be said that females with lower levels of

self-actualization in this sample were more likely to have positive

feelings toward leisure than more self-actualized females. Thus the

first null hypothesis for women is rejected for Self-Regard and Self-

Actualizing Value.

Hypothesis 2: There is no relationship between "self-
definition through leisure or work" and the
selected scales of self-actualization.

For the whole sample, the regression analysis (Table 7) showed

that Capacity for Intimate Contact, Existentiality, and Self-Regard
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Table 5, Females: Regression Analysis (N = 62).

Leisure POI R-
Dimens ion Scale Squared

t- Value

Affinity for
Leisure Sr . 11 2. 69*

p.01 = 2.66

Table 6. Females: Correlations of "Affinity for
Leisure" with POI Scales (N = 64).

Leisure
Dimens ion I Say Ex S Sr

Affinity for
Leisure -04 -16 -28** 02 07 -33*** -19*

P, 10 = O. 1678 (N = 60)

P. 05 = O. 2144
***

p.01 = 0. 2997

Table 7. Entire Sample: Regression Analysis (N = 106).

Leisure POI R-
Dimension Scale Squared t- Value

Self-
Definition Sr, C, Ex . 09 2. 11*

p
. 05

= 1. 98
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are related to "self-definition through leisure or work" at the .05

level. No other POI scale entered the analysis at a significant level.

Correlations for the entire sample (Table 8) indicate three

significant negative relationships, Inner-Direction (p = .05), Self-

Regard (p = . 05), and Capacity for Intimate Contact (p = . 05). Two

negative relationships above the . 10 level, Self-Actualizing Value and

Spontaneity, provide some additional evidence for an inverse relation-

ship between "self-definition through leisure or work" and the selected

POI scales. Accordingly, the second null hypothesis is rejected for

the entire sample for Self-Regard, Capacity for Intimate Contact,

Existentiality, and Inner-Directed.

For males analyzed separately, regression analysis (Table 9)

showed Self-Regard, Existentiality, and Capacity for Intimate Contact

to be related slightly below the .05 level. Correlations for the males

showed a negative relationship between Self-Regard and "self-

definition through leisure or work" at the .05 level (Table 10).

Although below the level of significance, Inner-Direction, Self-

Actualization Value, and Capacity for Intimate Contact have moder-

ately large negative correlations. Accordingly, the second null

hypothesis is rejected for males for Self-Regard, and partially

-rejected for Existentiality and Capacity for Intimate Contact,

For the female subjects, regression analysis revealed no

significant relationships between the Pm variables and "self-definition
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Table 8. Entire Sample: Correlations of "Self-Definition
through Leisure or Work" with POI Scales
(N = 106).

Leisure
Dimension,1 I Say Ex S Sr C

Self-
Definition -06 -17** -15* 01 -14* -19** -18**

**

p.
10

= O. 1292

p. 05 = O. 1654

Table 9. Males: Regression Analysis (N = 44).

Leisure POI R-
Dimens ion Scale Squared t- Value

Self-
Definition Sr, Ex, C . 23 1. 97

=
1. 679

P. 10
= 2.01P. 05

Table 10. Males: Correlations of "Self-Definition
through Leisure or Work" with POI Scales
(N = 44),

Leisure
Dimension I Say Ex S Sr C

Self-
Definition 01 -15 -17 10 13 -32* -15

p
. 0 5

= 0. 2638
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through leisure or work. " Correlations (Table 11) indicate negative

relationships at or below the . 10 level for several self-actualization

scales. These findings offer little evidence, since none of the findings

were significant, for the rejection of the second null hypothesis for

females on any of the POI scales.

Hypothesis 3: There is no relationship between "amount of
perceived leisure" and the selected scales of
self-actualization.

The regression analysis for the entire sample (Table 12)

indicates that Self-Regard and Self-Actualizing Value are related to

"amount of perceived leisure" slightly below the .05 level. Table 13

shows Self-Regard to be negatively related and Self-Actualizing Value

to be positively correlated with "amount of perceived leisure. "

Neither of these correlations is at a significant level. On the basis

of these findings, the third null hypothesis for the entire sample is

partially rejected for Self-Regard and Self-Actualizing Value.

Regression analysis for males (Table 14) shows that Existen-

tiality and Time-Competence are related to "amount of perceived

leisure" at the .05 level. Table 15 shows that Existentiality is

positively correlated with "amount of perceived leisure" at the . 10

level. Accordingly, the third null hypothesis for males is rejected

for Existentiality and Time-Competence.
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Table 11. Females: Correlations of "Self-Definition
through Leisure or Work" with POI Scales

(N 62).

Leisure
Dimension Tc I Say Ex S Sr C

Self-
Definition -07 -15 -12 -01 -12 -13 -18*

p
. 10

= O. 1678

Table 12, Entire Sample: Regression Analysis (N = 106).

Leisure POI R-
Dimens ion Scale Squared t- Value

Amount of
Perceived

Leisure Sr, Say . 04 1. 86

P. 10 1. 66

p. = 1. 98

Table 13, Entire Sample: Correlations of "Amount of
Perceived Leisure" with POI Scales (N = 106).

Leisure
Dimension I Say Ex S Sr C

Amount of
Perceived

Leisure -05 02 08 -02 -01 -10 04
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Table 14. Males: Regression Analysis (N = 44).

Leisure POI R-
Dimens ion Scale Squared t- Value

Amount of
Perceived
Le isure Ex, Tc . 13 2.04*

p .05 = 2.01

Table 15. Males: Correlations of "Amount of
Perceived Leisure" with POI scales (N = 44).

Leisure
Dimension Tc I Say Ex

Amount of
Perceived
Le isure -16 09 03 21* 05 -20 02

p
. 10 = O. 2078 (N = 40)
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Regression analysis for females (Table 16) shows Existentiality

and Capacity for Intimate Contact to be related to "amount of perceived

leisure" at the .05 level. Table 17 shows Existentiality to be nega-

tively correlated with "amount of perceived leisure" at the . 10 level.

For females, the third null hypothesis is rejected for Existentiality

and Capacity for Intimate Contact.

Table 15 shows that Self-Regard is negatively related at the . 10

level and Existentiality is positively related at the . 10 level to

"amount of perceived leisure" for males.

Table 17 shows that Existentiality is negatively related to

"amount of perceived leisure" at the . 10 level for females. Although

not at a significant level, this difference in direction of relationship

for Existentiality in the male and female groups is interesting. This

finding will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

Hypothesis 4: There is no relationship between "amount of work
or vacation desired" and the selected scales of
self-actualization.

Regression analyses for the entire sample and for the females

indicates no significant relationships between "amount of work or

vacation desired" and the POI scales. Correlation coefficients

(Tables 18 and 19) are also below the .05 level of significance for

these two groups.
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Table 16. Females: Regression Analysis (N = 62),

Leisure POI R-
Dimens ion Scale Squared t-Value

Amount of
Perceived

Leisure Ex, C . 10 2, 03*

p . 05
= 2. 00

Table 17, Females: Correlations of "Amount of
Perceived Leisure" with POI Scales (N = 62).

Leisure
Dimension Tc I Say Ex S Sr C

Amount of
Perceived
Le isure -02 -05 12 -20* 07 -03 05

p
. 10

= 0. 1678 (N = 60)
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Table 18. Entire Sample: Correlations of "Amount of
Work or Vacation Desired" with POI Scales
(N = 106).

Leisure
Dimension Tc I Say Ex S Sr C

Amount of
Work or
Vacation
Des ired 06 04 15* 05 06 06 09

P. 10
0. 1292

Table 19. Females: Correlations of "Amount of Work
or Vacation Desired" with POI Scales (N = 63).

Leisure
Dimension Tc I Say Ex S Sr C

Amount of
Work or
Vacation
Des ired 01 03 04 10 14 06 12
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Regression analysis for males (Table 20) reveals that Self-

Actualizing Value is related to "amount of work or vacation desired"

at the .05 level. The correlation coefficient (Table 21) shows the

relationship to be positive at the .05 level.

Other than a strong negative relationship between "amount of

work or vacation desired" and Self-Regard, no significant relation-

ships were derived. Therefore, the fourth null hypothesis is accepted

fully for females and the entire sample and rejected for males for

Self-Actualizing Value.

Additional Findings

Table 22 shows the comparisons of the mean scores of males

and females in terms of the leisure attitude dimensions. Males have

a mean score for "affinity for leisure" significantly greater (p = . 01)

than the mean score for the females. The table also indicates that

the males also have a larger mean score than females for "amount

of work or vacation desired. " The difference between these latter

two means is slightly below the . 05 level.

Table 23 contains comparisons of the mean scores for males

and females in regards to scores for the POI variables. Consistent

with the POI scores for freshmen reported by Shostrom (1966),

females tend to score higher on some scales than males. Females

scored significantly higher (p = . 05) on Time-Competence and
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Table 20. Males: Regression Analysis (N = 44).

Leisure POI R-
Dimens ion Scale Squared t- Value

Amount of
Work or
Vacation
Desired Say . 11 2. 22*

p
, 05

= 2. 01

Table 21. Males; Correlations of "Amount of Work or
Vacation Desired" with POT Scales (N = 44).

Leisure
Dimens ion Tc I Say Ex S Sr

Amount of
Work or
Vacation
Des ired 18 11 32* 08 05 12 09

p.05 = O. 2638
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Table 22. Comparisons of Male and Female Mean Scores for
Leisure Attitude Dimensions (N = 106).

Group

Self-Definition
Affinity for through

Leisure Leisure or
Work

Amount of
Per ceived
Leisure

Amount of
Work or
Vacation
Des ired

Males 17. 20 20. 48 22. 00 22. 25

Females 14. 80 19. 58 22. 63 19.29

t-Value 2. 72** 1. 28 0. 87 1. 90*

t. 10 1, 66

05 = 1, 98

**
t. 01 = 2' 63

Table 23. Comparisons of Male and Female Mean Scores for POI
Scales (N = 106).

Group Tc I Say Ex S Sr

Males 15. 48 81. 23 19. 64 19. 25 11. 98 12. 02 17. 39

Females 16. 68 84, 56 19. 85 20, 97 12. 71 11, 52 17. 92

t-Value 2. 24** 1.68` 0.39 2. 15** 1. 57 1. 09 0. 84

t. 10 1. 66

t.05 = 1. 98
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Existentiality. On the Inner-Directed scale, the best overall meas-

ure of self-actualization according to Knapp (1965), the score for

females was greater at the . 10 level of confidence.

Table 24 displays a comparison of the mean scores for males

and females for the "need-press" variables (Murray, 1938). Only

Nurturance was significantly different (p = .05).

An inspection of the 150 POI items revealed four items related

to the broad areas of work and leisure. Item 80 reads as follows:

A. For me, work and play are the same.

B. For me, work and play are the opposite.

Item 80 would appear to be directly related to the underlying

theory of leisure of this study and to Maslow's self-actualization

theory. Accordingly, the entire sample (N = 106) was divided in

terms of their responses to item 80, Persons answering that work

and play are the same for them (N = 33, 12 males and 21 females)

were placed in one group and persons answering conversely (N = 77)

were placed in another group. Table 25 displays the results of the

comparisons between the groups.

The group which responded that for them work and play are

opposites showed mean scores significantly greater (p = . 05) for

"affinity for leisure" and "self-definition through leisure and work.

Table 25 also shows the difference in mean scores for these

groups for the POI scales. Four of the five means are greater for



Table 24. Mean Ranks of the Press-Needs of Nine Free Time Activities.

Press Variables

Affiliation: This activity gives you a, chance to be with
others and meet new people. It provides the opportunity
for cooperation with others and engaging with them
in common activities.

Autonomy: This activity allows you to do as you please
regardless of rules or conventions. It provides for
adventure, change, and independence, involving a
minimum of rules.

Sex: This activity involves forming and furthering sexual
relationships. It involves the enjoyment of feelings of
love. It provides the opportunity for attracting others
and flirting.

Sentience: This activity provides for the enjoyment of
aesthetic feelings and of sensuous impressions. It may
involve the enjoyment of one or more of the arts and
indulging in sensory pleasures and feelings.

Nurturance: This activity gives you an opportunity to
help others who are in need and to protect and support
them. It may involve being with children or taking
care of animals.

(Continued on next page)

Males
(N = 44)

Females
(N = 62) t-Value

3. 70 3. 24 1. 14

3. 91 4. 39 0. 91

4. 52 4. 65 O. 24

4.66 5. 11 0. 84

4. 75 3. 66 2. 53*



Table 24. (Continued)

Press Variables

Achievement: This activity enables you to tackle a
different task and to achieve high standards. It offers
recognition for your accomplishments. It involves
determination and the will to succeed.

Understanding: This activity involves reflection, thinking,
analyzing and asking questions. It involves seeking
scientific and philosophic truth and an understanding of life.

Activity: This activity gives you a chance to be "on the
go. " It relieves the feeling of listlessness and provides
for action. It keeps your mind off things because it
requires your full attention.

Order: This activity gives you a chance to organize and
arrange things. It demands precision and neatness. It
requires a sense of planning, order and forethought.

Males
(N = 44)

Females
(N = 62) t-Value

5. 16 5. 69 1. 02

5. 18 5. 69 0. 96

5. 52 4. 74 1. 50

6. 41 6. 42 0. 02

*t
. 05 = 1. 98

t .01 = 2.63
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Table 25. Comparisons of Response Groups for Item 80 of the
Personal Orientation Inventory (N = 106).

Dimension/
Scale

Work/Play
Synonymous

(N = 33)

Work/Play
Opposite
(N = 73)

t-Value

Affinity for Leisure 14. 27 16. 49 2. 35**

Self-Definition 18. 70 20, 52 2, 49**

Amount Perceived 22. 97 22. 10 1. 14

Amount Desired 20. 58 20. 49 O. 05

Tc 16. 48 16. 04 O. 76

I 84. 39 82. 63 O. 83

Say 21.18 19.12 3.71* **

Ex 19.82 20.45 0.73

S 12. 64 12. 30 O. 67

Sr 12, 36 11.44 1. 90*

C 17. 24 17.90 0. 98

t.
10

= 1. 66

of`

t.05 = 1. 98

***
= 3.39t

. 001
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the work/play synonymous group. Self-Actualizing Value is signifi-

cant at the .001 level. Self-Regard is significant well above the . 10

level.

Discussion of Results

The purpose of this section is the discussion and interpretation

of the significant findings of the study. Although p = . 05 was chosen

as the level of significance, findings at the , 10 level will occasionally

be discussed as indicating or reinforcing trends in the data. The

findings will be discussed in terms of each leisure attitude dimen-

sion, overall trends, and the additional findings. Complete summary

tables for each group are presented in Appendix C.

Affinity for Leisure

Neulinger and Breit (1969) define "affinity for leisure" as

related to a person's liking for leisure and his personal capacity for

it. The regression analyses for the entire sample and the sexes

considered separately each indicated that Self-Regard was related to

"affinity for leisure" at the .05 level or above. Correlation coeffi-

cients showed this relationship to be negative and significant at the

.05 level or above. Thus, for this sampler as "affinity for leisure"

increased Self-Regard decreased and vice versa.

Shostrom (1966) reported that Self-Regard measures affirma-

tion of self because of worth or strength. As many leisure theorists
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have pointed out, our culture is work-oriented and much of our

individual self-esteem is derived through our identifications with our

jobs. That is, a person in this society is most likely to feel good

about himself if he identifies strongly with his work-role. Accord-

ingly, time away from work is less likely, in general, to offer the

opportunities for self-satisfaction and feelings of self-worth.

Assuming that the students sampled in this study are subject to

these same work-oriented values and attitudes, it would follow that

feelings of self-worth would accrue from work, not leisure experi-

ences, and that an inverse relationship would exist between a

person's regard for himself and his liking for leisure. This explana-

tion, referred to ubiquitously in the leisure literature, would seem

to account for the strongly significant negative relationship between

Self-Regard and "affinity for leisure. "

If it is true that the negative correlation between "affinity for

leisure" and Self-Regard resulted in general from a society-wide

work-orientation, this finding lends support to the argument that

Americans face a leisure problem. It is commonplace to hear that if

Americans do not begin to make leisure and recreation central

elements in their styles of living, they will face severe problems in

assimilating the increased free time the future will surely bring.

Young people, in rejecting traditional values and life styles, are said
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to represent a possible source of renewed vitality and interest in all

facets of life.

Item 8 of A Study of Leisure (Appendix A) asked for personal

feelings about living a life of complete leisure, never having to work

again. In scoring this item, it was obvious that the students sampled

were not anxious to accept such an alternative life style. Perhaps the

loss of the need to work was threatening. Perhaps the stigma of

having too much free time in one's life is too strong for these students.

Regardless of the explanation, it is hoped that the remaining years of

university study for these students will confront them with the enrich-

ment inherent in the leisure experience.

The most significant and inclusive regression analysis in this

study was found for the relationship between "affinity for leisure" and

Inner-Direction and Self-Regard for males. These two scales

accounted for .27 of the variance of "affinity for leisure" and were

significant at the .01 level. It is interesting that while Self-Regard

was negatively related, Inner-Directed was positively related to

"affinity for leisure. " Since the I-scale is considered the best over-

all measure of self-actualization, this finding lends credence to the

ideas of Gray and Greben (1973) that self-actualization and the leisure

experience are positively related. Of course, as has been previously

mentioned, questions such as these are very complex given the new-

ness of the leisure research field. Therefore, such statements should

be accepted cautiously.
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The regression analyses and the correlations failed to indicate

that other POI scales were significantly related to "affinity for

leisure. " However, since the I-scale includes 123 of the 150 items

of the POI, it would seem reasonable that other scales would also be

related to "affinity for leisure. Perhaps the other scales did not

reach the accepted level of significance because, as Goan (1972) has

discussed, the POI scales overlap and are therefore not independent,

This overlap tends to make statistical analyses less effective, as

reported by Knapp (1973).

In addition to Self-Regard for female subjects, a significant

negative correlation with "affinity for leisure" was obtained for Self-

Actualizing Value (p = . 05). Shostrom (1966) defines Self-Actualizing

Value as measuring the affirmation, of a primary value of self-

actualized people. Apparently, the female subjects in this sample

who indicated the greatest affirmation of self-actualizing values also

expressed less "affinity for leisure. " Also, Capacity for Intimate

Contact was negatively correlated with "affinity for leisure" at the

. 10 level. There is perhaps an element of work-orientation and

dedication to becoming in self-actualization theory, and especially in

Maslow's (1968, 1971) writing, which would account for this appar-

ently inverse relationship between "affinity for leisure" and the Pm

variables for females.
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For the entire sample and the females, 12 of 14 correlations

were negative, three at or above the .05 level and two at the , 10 level.

For the males, only two of seven correlations were negative, one of

these being significant at the .05 level. This would imply that males

and females tend to respond in an opposing manner to the "affinity

for leisure" items in addition to expressing different levels of self-

actualization.

Self-Definition through Leisure or Work

Neu linger and Breit (1971) believe that this leisure attitude

dimension assesses the degree to which a person has the opportunity

for self- actualization in his work or leisure. Regression analyses for

the whole sample and for males showed that Self-Regard, Existen-

tiality, and Capacity for Intimate Contact were related to "self-

definition through leisure or work" at the .05 level. Correlation

coefficients showed these relationships to be significant at the .05

level for the entire sample. Correlations for the entire sample

revealed five of the seven POI scales to be negatively related to

"self-definition through leisure or work, " three at the .05 level,

Inner-Direction, Self-Regard, and Capacity for Intimate Contact, and

two at the . 10 level, Self-Actualizing Value and Spontaneity.

Apparently, subjects with relatively high self-actualization

scores do not find an opportunity for self - actualization in either
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leisure or work. Assuming that these relatively higher scores indi-

cate that these subjects are somewhat self-actualized, this finding is

disturbing. In what sort of activities did they find the opportunity for

self-actualization, if not in work or leisure activities ? The possible

explanations seem to be that either these subjects are not really very

self-actualized, that they are confused about the sources of their

apparent mental health, or that the instruments used in this study,

in purporting to measure aspects of self-actualization, are not

measuring the same quality.

The writer favors the latter explanation, feeling that Neulinger

is perhaps measuring one's identity with work or leisure or the

rewards one receives from these activities, rather than their

availability as paths to self-actualization. This is a difficult question,

one which cannot be resolved on the basis of the findings of one study.

For the purposes of this study, it might have been more informa-

tive to separate the items contained in this dimension into two groups:

one group dealing with self-definition through work and the other

dealing with self-definition through leisure. Such a grouping would

allow for more detailed group comparisons in relation to levels of

mental health. Of course, it must be pointed out that the factor

analytic studies carried out by Neulinger and Breit (1969, 1971)

would probably not support this arbitrary separation.
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In the previous section it was stated that a partial explanation

for the apparent negative relationships between the POI scales and

the leisure dimensions was perhaps that the American work orienta-

tion found expression in self-actualization theory and particularly in

Maslow's writings. Further discussion of this possibility is neces,

sary in relation to the present section.

Schlesinger (1971) has argued that Americans have had very

little experience of leisure. He feels that because they do not know

what leisure is, they will face tremendous problems in coping with

increasing free time. Williams (1970) characterizes Americans as

oriented toward activity, work, achievement, and a general external

orientation. This orientation is possibly related to the inexperience

of Americans with leisure.

Pieper (1963), De Grazia (1964), Lee (1964), and Gray and

Greben (1973) indicate that leisure, for the most part, is an internal

condition, a state of mind. A person in the state of leisure to some

extent has his attention directed inward and through this inwardness

he experiences increased self-awareness and a feeling of oneness

with his environment. This inward orientation is in opposition to

the dominant outward orientation of most Americans. Thus, until

introspection enters into the dominant American life style, leisure

in the classical sense, will be largely impossible.
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Maslow is perhaps one of the strongest American exponents for

increased introspection in Americans. However, there seems to be a

significant element of work ethic in his writing, as well might be

expected. Self-actualization is viewed as a task, a chore, which

demands dedication and perseverance. It is suggested here that this

element of work-orientation might account for some of the negative

correlations found in this study.

Amount of Perceived Leisure

Regression analyses for males and females showed Existentiality

and Time-Competence, and Existentiality and Capacity for Intimate

Contact, respectively, to be related to "amount of perceived leisure"

at the .05 level. For males, the correlation coefficients were not

strong. Existentiality was positively related, at the .10 level. For

females, Existentiality was negatively related at the . 10 level. While

the mean scores for the "amount of perceived leisure" for males and

females were very similar, 22.00 and 22, 63 respectively, the

correlations for Existentiality, . 21 for males and -.20 for females,

show that Existentiality discriminates strongly between males and

females.

Shostrom (1966) maintains that Existentiality measures the

ability to situationally or existentially react without rigid adherence

to principles. Apparently, females in this sample tend to react to the
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perception of increased leisure with more rigidity than do males.

As Kleiber (1972) has suggested, sex-role requirements affect leisure

behavior. As women's liberation has shown us, women generally

perceive a more limited range of activities and occupations available

to them than do men. It would seem to follow that women perceive a

more limited range of leisure and recreation activities available to

them. Perhaps these limited activities would lead women

to be less flexible in dealing with the free time they

do have.

This is not to imply that males in this sample make more ful-

filling use of leisure or that they are more mentally healthy. This

study suggests little about the subjective quality of individual leisure

experiences. And as already indicated, mean scores suggest that the

women sampled are somewhat more self-actualized than the men.

The male group also reported a negative relationship between

"amount of perceived leisure" and Time-Competence. Apparently,

the greater the amount of leisure perceived by the men sampled, the

lesser their tendency to live in the present. It is suggested that

increased leisure may cause expectations for leisure to come for

these men thereby increasing their future orientation. Or perhaps

they become oriented toward the past in recalling leisure accomplish-

ments and enjoyments. The former explanation would seem more
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tenable given the dominant cultural orientation toward the future.

Apparently the perception of increased leisure is related to the

development or maintenance of intimate contacts among the women

sampled. Table 24 shows that women prefer the free time activities

related to Affiliation, Nurturance, and Sex. These preferences would

seem to account for the tendency toward greater human contact. The

historical lack of involvement for women in athletic and work-oriented

competition might allow them the freedom to have closer relationships

to men and women in their free time.

Amount of Work or Vacation Desired

The most striking finding regarding the relationship between the

"amount of work or vacation desired" and the POI scales was that for

the three groups 19 of the 21 correlation coefficients were positive.

The correlations for the previous three leisure attitude dimensions

were predominantly negative. This finding would seem to suggest that

asking the subjects how many weeks of vacation they desire and how

many days a week they and others should spend working (questions

2-4, Appendix A) brings responses of a different order than the other

dimensions.

These items are probably not as threatening as the items

concerned with living a life of complete leisure, which brought more

negative responses. Apparently, increased self-actualization was
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related to a small degree to an increased desire for work or vacation.

Perhaps the more self-actualized subjects have attained a level of

competence in work and/or vacation activities which the less self-

actualized subjects have not, Again, it would have been informative

to have separate scores for amount of vacation desired and amount of

work desired. Correlations of these two dimensions with the POI

scales might have proved interesting.

Another possible cause of these positive correlations might be

that the idea of vacation is a much more acceptable and known quantity

than leisure. People in our society "earn" vacations and vacations

are accordingly legitimate activities. But leisure, it seems, does not

elicit such positive responses. Leisure remains a somewhat foreign

concept with implications which do not correspond to the tone of our

work- oriented values.

Although these explanations would seem to fit the data, it should

be emphasized that only Self-Actualizing Value reached the . 05 level

of significance and this occurred for only males. The remaining

positive correlations, except Self-Actualizing Value for the entire

sample (p = . 10), were below the . 10 level of confidence.

The positive correlation between Self-Actualizing Value and

"amount of work or vacation desired" suggests that men who desired

additional work or vacation also espoused the values of Self-

Actualizing people. It is likely that these men have developed
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competencies and satisfying behaviors related to their work or vaca-

tion times. Again, it would be interesting to separate the amount of

work from the amount of vacation desired for these subjects. It is

conjectured, on the basis of previously discussed findings and the

work-orientation of our culture, that most of these assumed compe-

tencies and the values associated with them are related to work

rather than vacation or leisure.

Discussion of Additional Findings

Mean Scores for Leisure
Attitude Dimensions

A comparison of the mean scores for the leisure attitude

dimensions for males and females suggests that males in this study

have more positive attitudes toward leisure than females. Accounting

for this difference is a complex problem. However, it would seem

that a male sex-role, which demands assertiveness, dominance,

activity, and competence in dealing with the environment, would lead

males to a wider variety of involvements with their world, including

leisure involvements. Conversely, the traditional female sex-role

has emphasized passivity and submissiveness. The more limited

interactions which derive from this role might account for the less

positive attitudes toward leisure of the females sampled in this study.
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Or perhaps the sex-role explanation is valid on a more super-

ficial level. It might be that males are simply expected to express

more positive attitudes toward leisure, whether or not there are

actual, personal reasons for these attitudes. Thus, males in this

sample might have responded in a more positive manner only because

they felt compelled to express interest in additional work or vaca-

tion, or a life of complete leisure.

Mean Scores for POI Scales

These results perhaps aid in understanding the general findings

of the study, especially since the sample (N = 106) consisted of a

disproportionately large percentage of females (N = 62). The tendency

for males to hold more positive attitudes toward leisure, coupled with

the tendency for females to score higher on the POI scales than

males, is reflected in the predominance of negative correlations

between the leisure attitude dimensions and the POI scales. A

larger proportion of males in the sample would have possibly reduced

the quantity of negative correlations. When males were analyzed

separately, the relationships tended to be more positive and more

significant. Regardless of their effect on the results of this study,

the sex-based differences are interesting and worthy of further

investigation.
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Need-Press Variables

It would seem to be predictable that females might rank

Nurturance higher than males, based on sex-role requirements.

It is perhaps less predictable that females would rank Activity

higher than males. Of course, we have no information concerning

the expressed preference for activity among females at Oregon State

University in recent years. However, this finding might suggest that

freshman women at this university are taking a more active role in

their leisure activities. Perhaps the growing emphasis on taking

part in sports and athletics, on entering competitive job markets, and

engaging in free time activities such as backpacking and cross-

country skiing would account in part for this finding. If this hypothe-

sis is tenable, it will be interesting to see if young women can main-

tain or even enhance their tendency to display higher levels of self-

actualization than young men.

As might be expected, males showed a greater need for

Achievement and Understanding than females. It is possible that

the evolution of sex-roles may soon affect comparisons between men

and women on these need-press variables also.

Item Eighty of the POI

Table 25 displays the mean score comparisons for subjects
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grouped according to their response to item 80 of the POI. One

group responded that for them work and play are the same, while the

other group responded that for them work and play are opposites.

Maslow (1968) believes that the self-actualizing person begins

to transcend dichotomies in his life; he tends not to make some of the

usually accepted distinctions between "opposing" concepts. Also,

Gray and Greben (1973) make it clear that leisure/recreation can

occur anytime, any place, and in conjunction with any activity.

According to this view, a person can so enjoy his work that he can

consider his work and play as synonymous.

The group which responded that for them work and play are

opposites showed mean scores significantly greater (p = . 05) for

"affinity for leisure" and "self-definition through leisure or work. "

This result would be expected when it is realized that people who do

not perceive play and work as distinct would not favor one over the

other, either as an aspect of life space or as a vehicle for self,

actualization. Therefore, it is possible that Neu linger's leisure

attitude dimensions are not relevant for these people.

Table 25 also shows the difference in mean POI scores for

these groups. Five of the seven means are greater for the work/play

synonymous group. This finding would seem to indicate the tendency

for people in this sample who view their work and play as the same to

score higher on the self-actualization scales.
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The writer feels that this one item of the POI comes closest to

any item used in the present study to expressing the theoretical basis

of the investigation. It is possible that an attitude questionnaire

containing items similar in theme to item 80 might be more useful in

testing the hypotheses under investigation than Neu linger's A Study of

Leisure. Unfortunately such an attitude scale does not exist. How-

ever, if the present interest in viewing leisure classically continues,

the need for developing a classically defined leisure attitude scale

will become more apparent. Such a scale will be necessary if all

aspects of leisure attitudes and behavior are to be studied.

Summary

In general the findings of this study suggest that self-

actualization is negatively related to three of Neu linger's leisure atti-

tude dimensions. "Amount of work or vacation desired" was the

only dimension positively correlated with the POI scales, although the

correlations were typically not significant.

The majority of significant findings was obtained for males

analyzed separately. The regression analyses revealed that Self-

Regard, Existentiality, and Capacity for Intimate Contact were most

often related to the leisure attitude dimensions, Self-Regard was

consistently negatively related to the leisure attitude dimensions.
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For the entire sample, "self-definition through work or leisure"

was related to five POI scales in a positive direction. These relation-

ships were at the . 10 level or above. Very few significant relation-

ships were obtained for the latter two leisure attitude dimensions.

The apparent negative relationships between the leisure dimen-

sions and the POI scales are difficult to explain. But these relation-

ships might be affected by dominant work- oriented values, sex-role

demands, the nebulous nature of the concept leisure, the lack of fit of

the instruments used, or the inexperience of the subjects with leisure-

oriented values and life styles. It remains for future studies to

investigate the influence of these factors and further clarify the

relationship between leisure and mental health.

On the basis of the present study, the writer feels that a tenta-

tive case can be made for the existence of a relationship between a

person's attitudes toward leisure and his degree of mental health.

That this relationship is often negative, is a useful finding. More

refined investigations should be able to clarify more precisely the

factors involved. Certainly this study has shown that for the subjects

tested Self-Regard is inversely related to leisure attitudes, Exis-

tentiality, Capacity for Intimate Contact and Self-Actualization Value

have been shown to be strongly related to certain leisure attitude

dimensions.
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V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationships

between leisure attitudes and self-actualization. Although leisure and

recreation have long been considered conducive to positive mental

health, the nature of the relationship has not been indicated empiri-

cally. The theoretical basis for this study was synthesized from the

work of the humanistic psychologists, primarily Maslow, and the

classically-oriented leisure theorists. The work of Gray and Greben

(1973) in reinterpreting the classical conception of leisure in con-

temporary terms was particularly useful.

The classical view maintains that leisure is a state of mind or

being. Gray and Greben (1973) have linked this definition to many of

the relevant insights of humanistic psychology. In particular,

Maslow's concepts of self-actualization, peak experience, and

hierarchy of human needs are germane to this view. The present

study was directed toward an investigation of the relationships implied

in theoretically linking classical leisure and self-actualization.

The following four null hypotheses were tested in this study:

1. There is no relationship between "affinity for leisure" and the

selected scales of self-actualization.
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2. There is no relationship between "self-definition through leisure

or work" and the selected scales of self-actualization.

3. There is no relationship between "amount of perceived leisure"

and the selected scales of self-actualization.

4. There is no relationship between "amount of work or vacation

desired" and the selected scales of self-actualization.

Neulinger and Breit's (1969, 1971) A Study of Leisure was

used to assess leisure attitudes. This questionnaire obtains attitude

responses for five attitude dimensions identified in replicated factor

analytic studies. The dimension, "society's role in leisure plan-

ning, " was not used in this study.

Shostrom's (1966) Personal Orientation Inventory was used to

measure degrees of self-actualization in terms of 12 scales. Seven

of these scales were scored and utilized in this study. They were:

Time-Competence (Tc), Inner-Directed (I), Self-Actualizing Value (Sav),

Existentiality (Ex), Spontaneity (S), Self-Regard (Sr), and Capacity for

Intimate Contact (C). These scales were selected on the basis of their

value in existing research and their estimated applicability to leisure

attitudes and behavior.

The sample consisted of freshman students (N = 106) enrolled

in Personal Health classes at Oregon State University. These

classes were chosen because Personal Health is required of all

students wishing to graduate from the University. The course is
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normally taken during the freshman year. Four classes were tested

during the usual 50-minute class session. A larger proportion of

females than actually exists in the freshman class was represented in

the sample.

Both test instruments were scored by the researcher and the

statistical analysis was performed by computer through the Oregon

State Statistical Interactive Programming System (SIPS). The . 05

level of significance was selected as the level necessary to reject the

null hypotheses.

Conclusions

On the basis of the findings of the study, the following conclu-

sions were reached:

1. Among the POI scales which were significantly related to the

leisure attitudes, significant findings were consistently obtained

f or Self-Regard. These relationships were all negative.

Therefore, the self-regard of the subjects is inversely related

to their attitudes toward leisure.

2. Males had greater "affinity for leisure" and "amount of work or

vacation desired" than females, while females tended to be more

self-actualized than males. Thus, sex-role considerations are

basic to an understanding of leisure and mental health.
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3. Correlations between the POI scales and the leisure attitude

dimensions were predominantly negative. Therefore, self -

actualization is, in general, inversely related to leisure

attitudes.

4. "Amount of work or vacation desixed," unlike the other leisure

dimensions, is positively related to self-actualization. Accord-

ingly, this leisure attitude is more congruent with our work-

oriented culture.

5. Males in this study, unlike females, gave credence to the under-

lying theoretical basis of the study that self-actualization is

positively related to leisure attitudes.

6. It is generally concluded that relationships between self-

actualization and leisure attitudes exist. Self-Regard, Exis-

tentiality, and Capacity for Intimate Contact are strongly

related. Self-Actualizing Value, Inner-Directed, and Time-

Competence are less strongly related.

Recommendations

Several recommendations are made on the basis of the findings

of this study. First, it is recommended, that additional leisure atti-

tude scales be developed for the further investigation of leisure

behavior. One of the preliminary problems of this study was finding

an appropriate attitude scale. Neu linger's questionnaire was the most
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well known and seemingly appropriate instrument for this study. The

findings suggest to the writer that the theoretical framework under-

lying A Study of Leisure is not as closely related to the assumptions

of the Personal Orientation Inventory as was at first believed. An

attitude scale developed on the basis of the classical definition of

leisure would perhaps be more in line with similar future investiga-

tions. Such a scale would restrict the range of interpretation open to

the subject and thereby discriminate more effectively between groups.

The development of valid and reliable leisure attitude scales, regard-

less of theoretical bases, would undoubtedly expand leisure research

possibilities.

Secondly, it is recommended that other instruments measuring

aspects of personal adjustment or mental health be used in similar

studies. The concept of optimum mental health suffers from a similar

degree of vagueness as does the concept of leisure. Little confidence

can be given to research results in this area until the relationships

of leisure to the full range of mental health concepts have been

studied.

Thirdly, it is recommended that efforts to educate for leisure-

centered living be greatly expanded. If future studies show that as

the degree of mental health increases, leisure attitudes become more

negative, then indeed we have a leisure problem, for the next few

decades will bring increased free time and many people will be
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forced to adjust to non-work-centered living. This adjustment can be

facilitated through leisure education programs and leisure counseling.

Finally, it is recommended that this study be replicated on a

different population to clarify the findings and add to the understanding

of how mental health and leisure attitudes are related. Similar

studies should employ a larger sample with more equal proportions

of the sexes. Perhaps the most important function of a replication

study will be to account for the influence of additional factors,
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(1) Below are listed a number of free time activities. Using the
scale values given, indicate what in your opinion society's
position regarding these activities should be.

This activity should be: Scale Values
very strongly encouraged 7

strongly encouraged 6

encouraged 5

neither encouraged nor discouraged 4
discouraged 3

strongly discouraged
very strongly discouraged 1

FREE TIME ACTIVITIES:

a - act ivities emphasizing mental endeavors
such as studying, taking adult education
courses, etc.

b activities involving the taking of
habit forming drugs.

c - activities that consist basically of doing
nothing, being idle, "hanging around, " etc.

d activities involving active participation in
social affairs, such as volunteer work,
club activities, etc.

e - activities involving creative and/or
artistic efforts, such as writing, painting,
or playing an instrument.

Your
Position

(4)-

(5)

f - activities involving the consumption
of alcohol. (6)

g - activities involving productive efforts,
such as certain hobbies like woodworking,
leather tooling, sewing, etc.

activities involving physical exercise, such as
sports and calisthenics, hunting and fishing,
or just walking.

(7)

(8)



(2) Given the most ideal conditions of any
society you can think of, how many
weeks of vacation should a person get
who has been employed by a company
for 10 years ?
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No. of weeks (9, 10)

How many weeks of vacation per year
would you like to have? No. of weeks (11,12)

How many days per week would
you want to spend working for
a living? No. of days (13)

(5) Given the present state of our
society, what should be the work
week, that is, how many days per
week should be spent working for a
living? No. of days (14)

(6) Given a five-day work week, how
many hours per day would you want
to work for a living? No. of hours (15,16)

(7) Below are listed a number of statements. Indicate your own
position on each of these by using the number of the label
which comes closest to your opinion.

Labels
7 I agree very strongly
6 I agree strongly
5 I agree moderately
4 I am undecided, uncertain or don't know
3 I disagree moderately
2 I disagree strongly
1 I disagree very strongly

Assign
number s

here:

a - My personal ambitions can be more fully
realized on the job than in my free time. (17)

b - Very little of my free time is actually leisure. (18)



C I would prefer to be famous for something I had
done on my job (like an invention) rather than
for something I had done in my free time (like
crossing the ocean in a rowboat).

d - I always seem to have more things to do than
I have time for.

e - It is more important for me to be good. at my
free time activities than at my work activities.

f - I have enough leisure.

g - My leisure activities are more satisfying to me
than my work.

h - I would like to have more free time than
I have now.

i - My leisure activities express my talents
and capabilities better than does my job.

(8) In our society nearly everybody works. Now,
assume that you were given the chance to
live a life of complete leisure, never again
having to work for a living.

Indicate on the scales below how you think
you might feel about certain aspects of
such a life.

a - How much would you like to lead such a "life
of leisure"?

106
Assign
numbers

here:

7 7 7 7 I

Not at all probably uncertain would like it extremely would be

dislike it like it very much so the fulfillment
of my greatest

dreams

b How long could you "stand" such a life ?
I I I I I I I

For a month half one year two years five years ten years for ever
or less a year

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26, 27)

(28, 29)
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c - Would you feel "guilty" about living such a life of leisure ?
(30, 31)

I I I 1 I i t

Not at probably uncertain somewhat quite a very extremely
all not bit much so

d - If you had (or have) children, would you like them
to live such a life of leisure ? (32, 33)

Certainly probably uncertain somewhat quite a very extremely
not not bit much so

(9) How much of your free time activities could be
called "killing time"? (34, 35)

Indicate your estimate on the scale below:

0 $

None 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 All
PERCENT

(10) If you were to divide your time into two parts--one work
time and the other free timehow much time would you
want for each?
Let the bar below represent your time. Draw a line dividing
the bar according to the way you would divide your time
between work time and free time. Label the work part "W"
and the free time part "F". (36, 37)

(11) Check the statement below which best describes you:
my leisure time is always filled with thousands of

things I want to do
I usually have no trouble finding things to do during

my leisure time
I sometimes do not know what to do in my leisure time
I usually do not know what to do in my leisure time
I sometimes feel quite bored during my leisure time
I usually feel quite bored during my leisure time
I always feel quite bored during my leisure time

(38)
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(12) Below are nine paragraphs each describing a particular kind
of free time activity.

First, read all nine paragraphs.
Then, rank them in order of your preference, from 1 to 9.
Start by placing a 1 next to the activity you like most; then
place a 9 next to the one you like least. Continue in this manner
until you have ranked all paragraphs, that is, assign a 2 to the
activity you like second best, and an 8 to the activity you like
second least, and so on.

DO NOT USE THE SAME NUMBER FOR MORE THAN ONE
PARAGRAPH!

FREE TIME ACTIVITIES

a - This activity gives you a chance to organize
and arrange things. It demands precision and
neatness. It requires a sense of planning,
order and forethought.

b

c

This activity allows you to do as you please
regardless of rules or conventions. It provides
for adventure, change and independence,
involving a minimum of rules.

This activity provides for the enjoyment of
aesthetic feelings and sensuous impressions.
It may involve the enjoyment of one or more
of the arts, and indulging in sensory pleasures
and feelings.

d - This activity involves reflection, thinking,
analyzing and asking questions. It involves
seeking scientific and philosophic truth and
an understanding of life.

e - This activity enables you to tackle a difficult
task and to achieve high standards. It offers
recognition for your accomplishments.. It
involves determination and the will to succeed.

f - This activity involves forming and furthering
sexual relationships. It involves the enjoyment
of feelings of love. It provides the opportunity
for attracting others and flirting.

(39)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)



g - This activity gives you a chance to be with
others and meet new people. It provides the
opportunity for cooperation with others
and engaging with them in common activities.

h - This activity gives you an opportunity to help
others who are in need and to protect and
support them. It may involve being with
children or taking care of animals,

This activity gives you a chance to be "on the
go. " It relieves the feeling of listlessness
and provides for action. It keeps your mind
off things because it requires your full
attention.
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(45)

(46)

(47)
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APPENDIX B

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Your participation in this study is voluntary, If you decide to

participate, you are asked to complete two questionnaires. One

questionnaire, A Study of Leisure, contains items concerning your

attitudes toward leisure and work. The other questionnaire, the

Personal Orientation Inventory, consists of items which assess your

degree of self-actualization or personal adjustment.

The results of this study will hopefully provide insights into

how you use your leisure time, what sorts of satisfactions you

derive from it, and what sort of people you are.

Your answers will be completely confidential. You are asked

to answer the questions as openly and sincerely as possible, The

questions are not meant to trick you and there are no right or wrong

answers. We are interested in your beliefs, opinions, and attitudes.

Completion time for the questionnaires is approximately 30 to

40 minutes. Take as much time as you need. If you have any

questions, please ask them now. If you have questions later in the

period, raise your hand and I will help you..

Thank you for your patience and cooperation.
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APPENDIX C

COMPLETE SUMMARY TABLES
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Table 26. Entire Sample: Correlations of Leisure Attitude
Dimension Scores with Selected Self-Actualization Scales
(POI Scales) (N = 106).

POI
Scales

Affinity for
Leisure

Self-Definition
through

Leisure or
Work

Amount of
Perceived
Leisure

Amount of
Work or
Vacation
Desired

Tc -15* -06 -05 06

I -04 -17** 02 04

Say -12 -15* 08 15*

Ex -00 01 -02 05

S -02 -14* -01 06

Sr _28*** -19** -10 06

C -07 -18** 04 09

**

***

P. 10 = 0. 1292

p. 05 = 0. 1654

P. 005 = 0. 2565
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Table 27. Males; Correlations of Leisure Attitude Dimension
Scores with Selected Self-Actualization Scales (POI
Scales) (N = 44).

POI
Scales

Affinity for
Leisure

Self-Definition
through

Leisure or
Work

Amount of
Perceived
Le isure

Amount of
Work or
Vacation
Desired

Tc _15 01 -16 18

I 14 -15 09 11

Say 04 -17 03 32**

Ex 12 10 21* 08

S 12 13 05 05

Sr -32** -32** -20 12

C 08 -15 02 09

p
. 10

O. 2078 (N = 40)

**
p

. 05 0. 0 2638 (N = 40)
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Table 28. Females: Correlations of Leisure Attitude Dimension
Scores with Selected Self-Actualization Scales (POI
Scales) (N = 62).

POI
Scales

Affinity for
Leisure

Self-Definition
through

Leisure or
Work

Amount of
Perceived
Leisure

Amount of
Work or
Vacation
Desired

Tc -04 -07 -02 01

I -16 -15 -05 03

Say -28** -12 12 04

Ex 02 -01 -20* 10

S 07 -12 07 14

Sr _33*** -13 -03 06

C -19* -18* 05 12

P. 10
= 0. 1678 (N = 60)

**
p.05 = O. 2144 (N = 60)

***
p.01 = 0.2997 (N = 60)
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Table 29. Regress ion Analyses.

Leisure
Dimension POI Scales R

Squared t- Value

Entire Sample (N = 106)

Affinity for Leisure Sr .08 3. 02

Self-Definition through
Leisure or Work Sr, C, Ex . 09 2, 11

Amount of Perceived Leisure Sr,Sav . 04 1. 86

Amount of Work or no significant
Vacation Desired relationship

p.
10

= 1. 66 p.05 1.98 p,01 = 2.63

Males (N = 44)

Sr,I . 27 3. 10Affinity for Leisure
Self-Definition through

Leisure or Work
Amount of Perceived Leisure
Amount of Work or

Vacation Desired

p . 05 = 2.01 p
. 01

= 2. 69

Sr,Ex,C .23 1. 97

Ex, Tc . 13 2. 04

Say . 11 2. 22

Females (N = 62)

Affinity for Leisure Sr . 11 2. 69

Self-Definition through
Leisure or Work

Amount of Perceived Leisure
Amount of Work or

Vacation Desired

p.
0 5

= 2.00 p.01 = 2.66

no significant
relationship

Ex, C 10 2.03

no significant
relationship


